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Vol. 71   Issue 70 Bowling Green, Ohio Tuesday, January 24,1989 
Alternative bash thrown in D.C. 
by Elizabeth Kimes 
news editor 
While the 12 inaugural balls 
attended by President George 
Bush were characterized by 
champagne, limousines and 
mink coats — another gala held 
last Friday night in Washing- 
ton featured stew and bottled 
beer. 
The Counter-Inaugural Ball, 
one of six activities designed to 
BG News/Mark Thalman 
Several children admire a portrait of 41st President George Bush, who 
was inaugurated Friday in Washington. The display commemorated the 
Bicentennial Inaugural. 
BG News  Mark Thalman 
An Inauguration parade goer protests U.S. policy in El Salvador. Many 
demonstrators, calling themselves "1,000 Sparks of Dissent." dotted the 
parade route and carried signs against Bush's ideas on issues, ranging 
from Central America to nuclear arms. 
oppose the Bush administra- 
tion, failed to reflect the $150 to 
$300 price tag of the other inau- 
gural dances. The $6 to $12 ad- 
mission fee was optional and 
included a free drink, accord- 
ing to pamphlets distributed at 
the Inauguration Parade. 
Under the theme of "A 
Thousand Sparks of Dissent," 
counter-inaugural events were 
formulated by a diverse coali- 
tion of more than 80 organiza- 
tions ranging from the Union of 
the Homeless to Justice for 
Janitors, the pamphlet stated. 
Held in a cola Crispus At- 
tacks Hall, co-director of the 
Peace Center in Washington 
Lisa Fithian said an unpaid 
heating bill left the building 
without heat — but the ball still 
attracted a crowd of about 75 
people who listened to speeches 
ana live performances of polit- 
ical rap songs and popular and 
folk music. 
Blue and pink balloons dec- 
orated the hall while signs with 
sentiments such as "Food Not 
Bombs" and "Justice for El 
Salvador" adorned the dirt- 
ridden brick walls. 
Throughout the evening the 
crowd — ranging from college 
students to homeless individu- 
als and professional people — 
mingled around tables covered 
with plastic wrap. 
This diversity is what made 
the counter-inaugural commit- 
tee strong, said Fithian, one of 
the coalition's organizers. 
Fithian said her organization 
initiated the process which lead 
to the formulation of the 
counter-inauguration. 
"We all believe down at the 
Center that there must be 
changes in the nation's priori- 
ties right now," Fithian said. 
"We need to invest in the peo- 
ple of this country." 
On Nov. 29, the initial meet- 
ing of the coalition was held. 
Participants at the first gather- 
ing consisted of members from 
groups who were interested in 
establishing a social agenda in 
response to Bush's election, she 
said. 
By the end of December, 
Fithian said more than 50 
groups had responded to two 
separate mailings and ex- 
pressed interest in joining the 
coalition. 
"When we sat down to set 
what we call 'A People's 
Agenda,' we had a rough 
time," she said. "We are all 
single-interest groups and we 
wanted to make sure everyone 
felt their interests were in- 
cluded." 
The final agenda addresses 
peace, social justice and envi- 
ronmental concerns. Events 
were planned to coincide with 
the inauguration because of the 
$30 million cost of Bush's 
swearing-in, Fithian said. 
Meg Good, a freshman at 
Hiram College who was in 
Washington to participate in 
the counter-inauguration activ- 
ities, said the extravagant cost 
of the inauguration was an in- 
dication of Bush's misguided 
priorities. 
□ See Counter, page 6. 
USG approves selection 
by Laura Hardy 
staff reporter 
Undergraduate Student 
Government approved the ap- 
pointment of freshman Kevin 
Coughlin as vice president of the 
organization at its general as- 
sembly meeting last night. 
USG President Tim Peterson 
appointed Coughlin to the vice- 
presidential post two weeks ago 
when Joe Meyer resigned from 
the position. 
In a statement during last 
night's meeting, Peterson apo- 
logized to the general assembly 
for not immediately informing 
them of Meyer's resignation, but 
said it would have been difficult 
to contact each member of the 
cabinet and assembly. 
"I believe appointing (Kevin) 
was the most positive move I 
could make to refrain from slow- 
ing down the efforts made last 
semester," Peterson told the as- 
sembly. 
Kraig Baker, USG senator, 
supported Peterson's decision 
and said he was satisfied with 
Coughlin's election to vice- 
president. 
"Kevin has the motivation and 
the desire to excel, along with a 
good sense of organization, 
social skills and parliamentary 
procedure," Baker said. "He is 
infinitely competent for the posi- 
tion, there is no question about 
that." 
Coughlin was elected to USG 
last fall as Kreischer Quadran- 
gle senator. He was elected as 
chief legislative officer and has 
served as the USG representa- 
tive to the Faculty Senate. 
Coughlin said his biggest ac- 
complishment in USG was peti- 
tioning for new carpeting in Kre- 
ischer Quadrangle. 
He said one of his goals as 
vice-president is to compile a 
report that investigates the lack 
of courses offered at the Univer- 
sity 
In addition, he said he intends 
to be accessible to students. 
"I believe Tim has a very good 
agenda this semester and I will 
do all I can to support him in 
working toward USG's goals." 
Ohioans protest 
abortion ruling 
by Katherine Rizzo 
Associated Press Writer 
WASHINGTON - More than 
1,000 Ohioans, many wearing 
symbolic red roses and carrying 
hand-lettered signs, joined de- 
monstrators in a march on Capi- 
tol Hill to protest the 16-year-old 
U.S. Supreme Court decision 
legalizing abortion. 
The grassy expanse between 
the White House and the Wash- 
ington Monument was packed 
with protesters for the peaceful 
noon rally, highlighted by a 
telephone hook-up with Presi- 
dent Bush, who called abortion 
"our American tragedy" and 
assured the thousands gathered 
for the "March for Life" that he 
is on their side. 
"I think the Supreme Court's 
decision in Roe vs. Wade was 
wrong and should be overtur- 
ned,' Bush said. "I think Amer- 
ica needs a human life amend- 
ment." 
Bush drew the loudest cheers 
when he ended his remarks by 
saying "God bless you all and 
God bless life." 
A few minutes later, Rep. Mi- 
chael DeWine, R-Ohio, told the 
crowd their presence made a 
difference. 
"You're doing something vita- 
lly important,' he said. What 
you're saying here by being here 
is very significant." 
Eighth hazing charge decided 
by Greg Connel 
staff reporter 
Assault and hazing charges were dis- 
missed yesterday against the last of 
eight University students charged with 
the alleged hazing of another University 
student in the early weeks of spring 
semester 1988. 
Lisa Williams was the seventh Alpha 
Kappa Alpha sorority member who 
agreed to a conditional dismissal of the 
charges. 
Six co-defendants — Tonya Manning, 
Trina Knight, Wanda Lett, Ava Walker 
Pam Story and Kim Powell — each had 
charges dropped against them between 
Jan. 6 and Jan. 13,1989. 
A seventh defendant, Michelle Benton, 
pled no contest and was found guilty Dec. 
7, 1988 of hazing charges. She was fined 
$90 plus court costs. 
The charges were filed in Bowling 
Green Municipal Court Sept. 22,1988, by 
Brigitte Byrd, sophomore marketing 
major. 
According to court records, Byrd al- 
leged she was hazed by the eight sorority 
members while participating in unoffi- 
cial pledge events in the last days of Feb- 
ruary and beginning of March, 1988. 
Byrd declined to comment on the case 
on the advice of her attorney. 
According to judgment entries on the 
case, the defendants agreed to "not har- 
ass verbally or otherwise directly or in- 
directly the complaining witness (Byrd) 
or her brother Andre," in exchange for 
the dismissal of the charges. 
A source close to the case who asked to 
remain anonymous said Andre Byrd, 
freshman management information 
systems major, allegedly received prank 
phone calls related to the case during 
summer semester 1988. 
The judgment also stated the defen- 
dants agreed to accept any decision 
made by the University in regards to the 
charges filed against AKA or its individ- 
ual members. 
Although Director of Greek Life Wayne 
Colvin declined comment on the case, a judgement entry filed with the municipal 
court Nov. 3,1988 indicated "the matter 
is under investigation by BGSU." 
Failure to comply with the terms of the 
court agreement would allow Byrd to re- 
open the case, as stated in the agree- 
ment. 
A Jan. 31,1989 trial date is also set for 
the sorority itself. If found guilty of the 
hazing and assault charges, Alpha Ka- 
ppa Alpha, Inc. faces a $2,000 fine and 
could be forced by the city to shut down, 
the source said. 
Emma L. Henderson, AKA Great 
Lakes regional director, said the sorority 
is under suspension pending the outcome 
of the trial. 
"Alpha Kappa Alpha does not support 
hazing in any form — mental or physical 
— it is against our principles," she said. 
"We do everything we can to police our 
ranks." 
Henderson said AKA has placed a mor- 
itorium on all its undergraduate chapters 
due to rumors of hazing. 
According to the inside source, Byrd 
filed the charges after an argument 
about the sorority which developed be- 
tween her and AKA member Melita 
Ware, in Prout cafeteria on Sept. 2,1988. 
•When this happened the victim de- 
cided they weren t going to leave her 
alone, so she filed the charges," the 
source said. 
Ware was found guilty of disorderly 
conduct Nov. 28, 1988 and paid $66 in 
court costs but was not fined in the inci- 
dent. 
Decision 
draws ire 
of jurists 
by James Rubin 
Associated Press Wnter 
WASHINGTON   -   The   Su- 
fireme Court, in what three jus- 
ices called "a giant step back- 
ward" for racial equality, dras- 
tically limited Monday the 
power of states and cities to 
earmark public works contracts 
for minority-owned businesses. 
Voting 6-3, the court said the 
Richmond, Va., city council un- 
constitutionally discriminated 
against whites in saying a con- 
tractor on any city building con- 
tract must give at least 30 per- 
cent of the value of the project to 
firms at least one-half minority 
owned. 
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, 
writing for the court, said the 
city that was once the seat of the 
old Confederacy and now has a 
majority of blacks on its govern- 
ing body relied on "past societal 
discrimination" to justify the 
quota. 
"None of the evidence pre- 
sented by the city points to any 
identified discrimination in the 
Richmond construction in- 
dustry," she said. 
Adoption of such nationwide 
would obliterate the goal of a 
colorblind America, she said. 
"The dream of a nation of 
equal citizens in a society where 
race is irrelevant to personal 
opportunity and achievement 
would be lost in a mosaic of 
shifting preferences based on 
immeasurable claims of past 
wrongs," O'Connor said. 
But Justice Thurgood Mar- 
shall, in a stinging dissent, said 
the ruling "sounds a full-scale 
retreat from the court's long- 
standing solicitude to race- 
. i See Equality, page 6. 
Tuesday 
According to the National Weather 
Service at the Toledo 
Express Airport, today 
will be cooler with the 
high around 45 and 
variable clouds. To- 
night will be partly 
cloudy with a low of 
20-25. Variable 
clouds are expected 
tomorrow with a high 
near 30. The chance 
of snow Is 20 percent. 
News in Brief 
Workers to shoot hoops 
The Annual Classified Staff Appreciation Night 
is scheduled for the Jan. 28 men's basketball game 
against Central Michigan. 
Classified staff members may purchase up to six 
reserve or general admission tickets at two-for- 
one prices at the Memorial Hall ticket office until 
game time. 
Door prizes will be drawn for free dinners at res- 
taurants in Bowling Green and on-campus. 
Classified staff members will participate in the 
annual halftime basketball game against Univer- 
sity administrators. 
Bandits burglarize J-T's 
Cash and tobacco paraphernalia were reported 
stolen Sunday from J-T's Carry Out, 531 Ridge St., 
city police said. 
More than $100 from a cash register, 10 water 
pipes and a deposit bag were missing when a store 
employee arrived Sunday morning. 
Chief of Police Galen Ash said the store was en- 
tered sometime between 1a.m. and 9 a.m. through 
a window which was broken on the west side of the 
building. 
Officers said they believe the burglar or burg-1 
lars left through the window because the deadbolts 
on the doors were still intact. 
Examination of the building showed three other 
windows and an exhaust vent with pry marks on 
them, police said. 
Ash said police will continue investigating the 
case. 
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School's idea 
displays flaws 
It makes good business sense to employ mar- 
keting strategies when looking for potential 
customers. 
And the Minnesota public school districts are be- 
ginning to market heavily their services in an at- 
tempt to lure students away from educational situ- 
ations which are not acceptable to them. 
Expanding the long standing concept of open- 
transfer policies within districts to a state-wide 
parameter, Minnesota's new enrollment plan will 
allow students the option to investigate and trans- 
fer to other school districts, provided they have the 
means to attend that school. 
While this action is a commendable attempt to 
improve the status of education in Minnesota, 
several drawbacks prevent a total recom- 
mendation of the program. 
First, opinions voiced by the students may not be 
their own. Parental influences will undoubtedly 
dominate the "transfer" decision. 
While this influence may be well intended, it may 
not always reflect the best interest of the child or 
society. Negative views concerning white/black 
relations may emerge eliminating any progress re- 
cently made in terms of affirmative action. 
Desegregation within districts has been an an- 
swer in the past to balancing racial ratios. Several 
school districts in Ohio including the Cleveland and 
Columbus City Schools have been mandated by the 
courts to enforce majority /minority ratios within 
their schools. 
However, no action similar to this has been rec- 
ommended in the Minnesota case. Undoubtedly, the 
majority of the upper- and upper-middle class stu- 
dents will attend one school and most of the poorer 
students who can't afford to commute to different 
schools will be at another. 
In addition, the potential for overcrowding is an- 
other factor plaguing this program. Technically all 
the students in Minnesota can attend one or two of 
the schools. If too many students opt to attend a 
single school the valuable one-on-one attention stu- 
dents receive at smaller, more specialized institu- 
tions will be eliminated. For this reason, maximum 
enrollment levels must be established for each 
school. 
The 60 percent of the schools revenues provided 
by Minnesota taxpayers are currently being spent 
on a portion of these public relations and marketing 
campaigns — money which should be spent on edu- 
cational materials. 
As consumers, we demand quality from doctors, 
mechanics and other service occupations — and we 
should not accept a lower standard of quality in our 
public schools. 
The goal of this enrollment scheme is to force 
schools to improve their product — education — or 
lose two of their key assets: children to teach and 
the money to educate these children. In expressing 
his full support of the program President George 
Bush has failed to fully consider the ramifications 
of it. He and the Minnesota education officals must 
examine all aspects of the program. With revisions, 
it has potential — without, it can only lead to disas- 
ter. 
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LETTERS 
Browns fans are 
proud of feam 
We would like to comment on 
the letters printed in The News 
on Jan. 19. 
First of all, the idea that the 
Browns' fans are jealous of the 
Bengals' Super Bowl berth is lu- 
dicrous. We are proud of our 
team and the adversity it has 
overcome this past season. If 
any team has proven it is a 
super team, it's the Cleveland 
Browns. 
As for the statement "the 
Browns fans are obnoxious," at 
least we have the reassurance of 
knowing we support the team 
with an attendance of 80,000 
each game, win or lose. We 
seem to remember the fact that 
the Bengal fans almost ran their 
team out of Cincinnati last year. 
Where were their so-called fans 
then? 
As for the Bengal cheer, "who 
dey," where did it really come 
from?   From   Newport   High 
School, as stated by one fan, or 
Hudephol Brewing Co., as stated 
by another? If this cheer has 
been around so long, why was it 
only been heard this year? 
Personally, we feel it was de- 
rived from the New Orleans 
cheer, "who dat." But what do 
we know — we're just obnoxious 
Browns fans. 
As for wanting the 49ers to win 
the Super Bowl, it is the simple 
fact the Bengals never know 
enough to shut up. Before and 
after the Browns victory over 
Cincinnati, the Bengals were 
still whining they are better than 
the Browns. Too bad they can't 
prove it on the field. 
We'd like to close this by say- 
ing we are proud Browns fans 
and always will be. We'd also 
like to say the Browns have 
more backer clubs across the 
U.S. than any other NFL team. 
This just shows how everyone 
feels about the "super" Browns. 
Kim Konacs 
246 Ashley 
Missy Hamlon 
241 Ashley 
Gilmore letter was unjustly critical 
As avid readers of the BG 
News, we would like to adaman- 
tly thank the editorial staff for 
consistently printing the Edge- 
wise column. Since the column 
first appeared in the paper over 
a year ago, it has met mixed re- 
sponses. The most current re- 
sponse was Mark Gilmore's, 
which we found to be very nega- 
tive. 
We feel that Gilmore's refer- 
ences to "Brother Jed," "tong- 
ues" and "serpent handling, 
although obvious attempts at 
humor, ignorantly stereotyped 
Edwards and Schreffler because 
of their religious beliefs. We also 
thought Gilmore's questioning 
of the professor's grading ethics 
and professionalism were very 
inappropriate. Obviously, 
neither Edwards or Schreffler 
grade   unacceptable   papers 
hellfire and brimstone. 
Moreover, Gilmore should not 
be questioning their abilities and 
behavior in the classroom based 
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on their articles. An editorial 
column is much different than a 
classroom and hopefully Ed- 
wards and Schreffler would not 
have been hired if the University 
did not feel they would act ethi- 
cally in their professions. 
Someone once said "people 
often build monuments for great 
men with the same stones they 
once cast at them." Therefore, 
despite some of the negative re- 
sponses it has received^ we hope 
the BG News will continue to see 
a need for the Edgewise column. 
Surely, whatever one believes, 
Edgewise continually provides a 
thought-provoking, refreshing 
perspective that is rarely seen in 
the media and, thus, helps to 
fulfill the editorial column's 
obligation to print various view- 
points on current issues. 
Michael Hay 
203 Kohl 
\yn 
I Mi 9 ac North 
Edwards kept own views to himself 
(IN n/rwe PMUx>ve: A 
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ro meiR eawmem 
NUMBER IN me ALPHABET. 
As former students of Bruce 
Edwards, we're prompted to re- 
spond to Mark Gilmore's well- 
intentioned letter (Jan. 10) 
about the philosophies express- 
ed in the Edgewise column and 
their relationship to the classes 
Edwards teaches. 
Recently, we took Dr. Ed- 
wards' English 654 course, "The 
Rhetoric of Written Discourse," 
a class required of all rhetoric 
and composition specialists in 
the English Ph.D. program and, 
not coincidentally, created by 
Dr. Edwards. 
Some of the goals of the course 
are to encourage students to ex- 
amine the ways in which the 
texts are received and to un- 
cover the political, economic 
and moral ideologies and as- 
sumptions which underlie texts. 
In short, it's the type of course 
which could have provided Dr. 
Edwards a forum to enforce his 
moral and political views. 
But he didn't. 
Many others from first-year 
graduate assistants to tenured 
professors may have been temp- 
ted but, if anything, Dr. Ed- 
wards made an effort to keep his 
personal attitudes separate 
from his professional ones in 
guiding class discussions, in 
evaluating and most certainly in 
Lack of faculty 
is a real concern 
I am writing to make one cor- 
rection regarding the January 
12th article entitled, "Course 
Lack Lengthens Lines." 
The staff reporter states: 
"However, after all the positions 
were filled, about 10 people were 
denied a ciosed course card but 
will be allowed to attend the 
course even though it may mean 
they will not have a seat. 
If the reporter had remained 
until the completion of the is- 
suance of closed course cards, 
she would have observed that all 
waiting students were admitted 
to a section of LEGS 301 with a 
by Berke Breathed 
men ToeACMumem 
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choosing texts for the course. In 
fact, due to the nature of the 
class, his own column might 
very well have been subject to 
scrutiny and criticism. 
While we more often than not 
disagree with the views ex- 
pressed in Edgewise , we, like 
Mr. Gilmore, respect Dr. Ed- 
wards' right as an American to 
express them. We believe that a 
selected part of an individual's 
religious beliefs, morals, politi- 
cal affiliation, or lifestyle should 
not be a measure of his or her 
total worth to the human com- 
munity s/he interacts in. 
While we admit that we are 
only attesting to our own experi- 
ence with Dr. Edwards as an in- 
structor, we have reason to be- 
lieve that others have had simi- 
lar experiences. Dr. Edwards is 
popular as a dissertation and 
preliminary examination com- 
mittee member and has a prodi- 
gious publication record. All in 
all, Bruce Edwards is a valuable 
member of the university com- 
munity who seems secure 
enough in his own beliefs as a 
Erivate citizen not to force those 
eliefs on his students. 
Mark Graves 
Fellowship student 
English Dept. 
also signed Dy seven others 
card at the direction of the chair 
after it was ascertained that 
there existed proper seating for 
them. 
In general, I would like to 
praise the article as it sets forth 
a concern that faculty and stu- 
dents have over the shortage of 
funds allocated to hire full-time 
tenure track faculty, which 
leads to fewer numbers of sec- 
tion of courses being offered, at 
a time when there is increased 
student demand. 
In the case of the legal studies 
department, it has not received 
a new addition of a full-time ten- 
ure track faculty member since 
1976, while student demand for 
enrollments in the College of 
Business Administration has 
doubled over the last decade. 
Bartley Brennan 
Chair, Legal Studies Dept. 
Respond 
The BG News editorial 
Siage   is   your   campus 
orum. 
Letters to the editor 
should be a maximum of 
200-300 words in length and 
should be typewritten, 
double-spaced, and signed. 
Address or OCMB number, 
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Buckle-up drive declared 
by Ivan Groger 
staff reporter 
A survey conducted in October of more 
than 2,200 University students, faculty and 
staff revealed less than half of the Universi- 
ty population uses seat belts. 
Pete Riesen, director of driver education 
at the University, said the visual survey was 
conducted by his driver's education instruc- 
tion class in various parking lots on campus 
at different hours of the day. 
The survey — which has a one-percent 
margin of error — revealed 42 percent of 
female students and 38 percent of male stu- 
dents were wearing a seat belt while enter- 
ing campus parking lots, Riesen said. 
He said the survey results showed similar 
percentages for faculty and staff. 
Forty-one percent of female faculty and 
staff members wore seatbelts, and 34.6 per- 
cent of male faculty and staff members 
buckled up, Reisen said. 
The survey was part of a program that be- 
gan in September after the State Seat Belt 
Coalition gave a $3,000 grant to the School of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
to promote the use of seat belts among the 
University population, Reisen said. 
As a result of the grant, University Presi- 
dent Paul Olscamp will declare 1989 "Buck- 
le-Up Falcon Year." 
Two people dressed as Vince and Larry, 
the mannequins in a national seat belt com- 
mercial sponsored by the National Highway 
Safety Association, will present Olscamp 
with two T-shirts Tuesday to mark the occa- 
sion, Reisen said. 
Last semester a "Buckle-Up Falcon" logo 
contest was held with a cash award given, 
Reisen said. In addition to the contest, three 
videotapes promoting seat belt usage were 
shown on WBGU-TV. 
Events planned for this semester include 
an information booth at the Jan. 30 Health 
r See Buckle, page 4. 
Teachers pan survey results 
by Jim Tinker 
staff reporter 
Despite survey results 
released by the Ohio Depart- 
ment of Education determining 
which books state educators 
recommend for children, Bowl- 
ing Green teachers will continue 
to relv on their own judgment. 
Richard Cummings, superin- 
tendent of Bowling Green City 
Schools, said teachers will re- 
tain responsibility because sug- 
gested reading lists do not take 
into account the unique abilities 
and needs of individual children. 
"It's a little like prescribing 
one medicine for everyone with- 
out knowing what their ailments 
are," Cummings said. 
The state-wide survey, con- 
ducted last fall, compiled opin- 
ions of more than 1,000 teachers, 
librarians and administrators, 
said G. Robert Bowers, assist- 
ant superintendent of public in- 
struction for Ohio. 
He said the survey lists 12 
books for each of the three grade 
levels —elementary, middle and 
high school. 
Among elementary school 
teachers, Charlotte's Web by 
E.B. White, was determined the 
most important book for chil- 
dren to read, Bowers said. 
Sharon Friedman, a third 
grade teacher at South Main El- 
ementary, said although the el- 
ementary list suggestions are 
acceptable, some genres of 
books are not represented. 
"There's no nonfiction, no 
biography or autobiography ... 
there's no poetry (on the list) 
and I think that's very sad," 
Friedman said. 
Diane Klein, an English 
teacher at Bowling Green High 
School, said the high school list 
fails to include works by women 
or minorities. 
The survey results state 
several books appear on more 
than one level's suggested read- 
ing list. 
Some of the books crossing 
over  between   the  two  lower 
levels were QteLittle House 
books, by Laura Ingalls Wilder, 
and The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer, by Mark Twain. The 
author appeared on both the 
middle ana high school reading 
lists with Huckleberry Finn. 
The Bible is present on the el- 
ementary and the high school 
lists, but is not included on the 
junior high school list, the sur- 
vey stated. 
A variety of other authors, 
such as John Steinbeck, George 
Orwell, Anne Frank, Wilson 
Rawls and Shel Silverstein, are 
on the list. 
Leader tapped 
program chief 
by Fred Wright 
staff reporter 
A   University   technology 
Srofessor recently became 
le new director of the Grad- 
uate Student Orientation pro- 
gram. 
Dick Horton, who assumed 
his new post Jan. 1, has 23 
years of experience at the Un- 
iversity and has taught in the 
fraduate college for the last 
ive years. 
"I'm excited with being 
able to help out the graduate 
students," Horton said. 
Horton replaces Joanne 
Martin-Reynolds, education 
professor, who served as pro- 
gram director for three 
years. She resigned to devote 
more time to her faculty posi- 
tion, she said. 
"It was fun. I enjoyed the 
position," Martin-Reynolds 
said. "But it was very time- 
consuming and the crush of 
academic production re- 
quired me to devote full-time 
to my faculty position." 
Louis Katzner, dean of the 
!;raduate college, said he se- 
eded Horton to succeed 
Martin-Reynolds for three 
reasons — his experience, his 
expertise in personnel train- 
ing and his involvement in the 
graduate program. 
"I can't think of anyone at 
the University better quali- 
fied to succeed Jo (Martin- 
Reynolds) in this position," 
Katzner said. "I'm sure he'll 
do an outstanding job." 
The position requires Hor- 
ton to prepare a one-week in- 
tensive orientation program 
in the summer for new grad- 
uate students. He is responsi- 
ble for designing workshops 
and scheduling faculty to give 
seminars during the week. 
"Our job is to get the new 
graduate students used to the 
nivcrsity and what we have 
to offer and give them assist- 
ance, confidence and compe- 
tence in teaching and 
research programs," Horton 
said. 
This year's orientation pro- 
gram will run from Aug. 14 to 
Aug. 18, serving 550 to 600 new 
graduate students. 
GREENBRIAR, Inc. 
is now renting 
Frazee Avenue Apartments for Fall 1989 
624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue 
2 Bedroom, Furnished apartments with 2 baths 
$600 per month + electric 
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Long Way • • . 
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United Way misses mark 
University fundraising campaign raises over $60,000 
by John Kohlstrand 
staff reporter 
An annual University campaign raised 
nearly $65,000 in funds for the United Way, 
falling $4,000 short of last year's goal. 
Despite the decrease in the amount of 
funds raised, Greg Jordan, University cam- 
paign manager, said he accomplished his 
goal of makine the people of Wood County 
more aware of local United Way activities. 
The United Way is a national organization 
of charities which raises and distributes 
funds to its members, he said. 
"Financially, we were not as successful. 
but the educational process was far beyond 
what we expected," Jordan said. 
An informational video produced by the 
University's radio-television-film depart- 
ment helped educate people about United 
Way and its events, he said. 
Members of the University community 
helped the effort in several other ways, ac- 
cording to David Hyslop, the newly-elected 
campaign general chairman. 
Graduate students helped train University 
employees to solicit donations and a Univer- 
sity sorority helped with informational mail- 
ings, he said. 
Hyslop said he plans to improve donations 
this year by seeking more involvement from 
University leaders. 
Although the total University donation 
fell, the average donation per employee rose 
— in 1987,880 employees donated an average 
of $78.90; in 1988, 711 individuals donated an 
average of $91.20, Jordan said. 
Most employee donations took the form of 
payroll deductions in which employees vol- 
unteered to allow the University to withhold 
a portion of their paychecks as a donation, 
he said. 
City 
.Ronald A. Ludemann, 1021 
Klotz Road, was cited for litter- 
ing Friday at the corner of North 
Prospect and East Wooster 
streets, police said. 
A resident of Founders Quadrangle reported Friday ob- 
serving two white men and one 
black man break the front store 
window of The Source, 518 E. 
Wooster St. Police contacted the 
owner to board up the window. 
The U.S. West Research Di- 
rectory company was reported 
to be soliciting merchants on 
Main Street Friday, police said. 
Petti's qS./    Spaghetti, Tossed Salad, Rolls 
Qfeoefe     $2.99 
<?_ 
119 N. MAIN, B.G. 
PHONE 353-0068 
4:30-7:30 
Dine In Only 
Officers told them they must 
have a permit to solicit. 
UA resident of the 500 block of 
East Merry Street reported Sat- 
urday someone had broken into 
his apartment and stolen a com- 
pact disc player, valued at $180; 
a cassette deck, valued at $250; 
Buckle 
:. Continued from page 3. 
Fair, a T-shirt giveaway, rap 
contest and demonstration on 
seat belt use, Riesen said. 
Sue Witschi, director of the 
Off-Campus Student Center, 
said she hopes students will be 
encouraged to buckle up be- 
cause of the events. 
"I hope the vast majority of 
the students — if not all of them 
— will wear their seat belts," 
she said. 
YOU can acquire JOB EXPERIENCE in: 
Communications 
Public Relations 
Marketing 
Sales 
Apply NOW for the BGSU Spring Telefund!!! 
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center from 
8:00 - 5:00. Monday-Friday 
or call Pam Atchison at 372-7698. 
Don't hang up on this great opportunity! 
NbtT&ur 
Ordinary Banker. 
Nbtlbur Ordinary Bank. 
The word is ouiThere's a 
much different breed of banker 
in town. Your Fifth Third banker. 
Alert to financial opportunity. 
Aggressive in protecting your 
financial future Working over 
time to offer you the rates and 
products that keep youaheadof 
the pack With the remarkable One will always keep up with your 
Account Plus' checking account changing needs. Service that is 
The BankSafe," an accessible backed by over 125 years of 
money market account And a 
variety of CD's paying some of the 
most competitive rates in town. 
It's called Relationship Bank- 
ing. And it means services that 
experience Clearly this is not 
Exir ordinary breed of banker, 
ut then. Fifth Third is not your 
ordinary bankTheyVe working 
overtime 
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Sou serving findlay. Tiffin, Bowling Green, fbsloria. Bascom. and New Riegel. 
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10 compact discs, valued at 
$250; and 70 cassettes valued at 
$320. The resident said he ques- 
tioned his neighbors, but no one 
saw anything unusual. Police 
said they found no fingerprints 
and are continuing in- 
vestigations. 
UVicki L. Schreiber, 810 Fifth 
St., and Margaret B. Baran, 414 
Harmon, were cited for dis- 
orderly conduct Saturday, 
police said. When officers ques- 
tioned them about being in the 
backyard of a house in the 100 
block of South Summit Street, 
the women said they were urin- 
ating in the yard. 
Blotter 
Campus 
UA resident of Gamma Phi 
Beta heard a noise in her soror- 
ity house Thursday night. When 
she entered the dining room she 
said she saw a tall man, who 
then fled. Police said they added 
a patrol for the remainder of the 
night. 
[ A student reported losing 
her meal coupon book, valued at 
$115, while walking through Lot 
1 Thursday. 
r ;A resident of Darrow report- 
ed the theft of her coupon book, 
valued at $75, in the Kreischer 
cafeteria Thursday. 
UAn AM/FM radio, valued at 
$150, was reported stolen from a 
car parked in Lot 12 Thursday. 
Damage valued at $150 was also 
done to the dashboard. 
DThree credit cards were sto- 
len from a student's room in Of- 
fenhauer West Thursday. One of 
the room keys had been lost ear- 
lier, which may account for en- 
try to the room, police said. The 
credit cards have been can- 
celed. 
i ;A student reported she lost 
her coupon book, valued at $60, 
in the University Union Friday. 
[ A wallet and purse, contain- 
ing several IDs and credit cards, 
were reported stolen from a 
locked car in the McFall Center 
parking lot Saturday. □Two wallets were reported 
stolen at the University Union 
Saturday night during a dance. 
One wallet contained credit 
cards and $317 and the other 
wallet contained $22. 
[ A television, valued at $300, 
was reported stolen from the 
main lounge of Batchelder Sat- 
urday. 
D An AM/FM cassette deck, 
valued at $500, was reported sto- 
len Saturday from a car parked 
in Lot 12. □Damage estimated at $250 
was done to the inside of Alpha 
Phi Alpha fraternity house Sat- 
urday. The Greek Life office 
was notified and the case is 
under investigation. 
Marijuana and drug para- 
phernalia were confiscated from 
a room in Rodgers Quadrangle 
Sunday. Police said the case is 
under investigation. □The windshield of a vehicle 
parked in Lot 6 was reported 
smashed with a car battery 
Sunday. Damage is estimated at $300. 
UOfficers responded to the re- 
port of a fight in Anderson Sun- 
day. The people involved have 
been referred to the Office of 
Standards and Procedures. □One television was reported 
missing and two others dam- 
aged in three rooms in the Busi- 
ness Administration building 
Sunday. The case is under in- 
vestigation. 
DA student who spit on a visit- 
ing hockey player Monday has 
been referred to the Office of 
Standards and Procedures, 
police said. 
£:x:::::::i:::::^^ 
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Bush gala draws mixed reviews 
The Capitol provides the backdrop for George Bush's inaugural address. Over 300.000 people crammed the west lawn in front of Capitol Hill to watch Bush become America's 41st President 
George Bush greets reporters after his speech. A spectator watches the inaugural parade from the top of a street light. 
by Scott R. Whltehead 
city editor 
The reviews are mixed on 
President George Bush's Jan. 20 
inauguration and accompanying 
festivities. Sworn in as the 41st 
President of the United States, 
Bush also ran the most expen- 
sive inauguration ($30million) 
and longest inaugural parade 
(three hours, 40 minutes) in U.S. 
history. 
With the event broadcast live 
and viewed by millions at home 
and additional thousands on 
hand in person, the atmosphere 
was ripe for political commen- 
tary by the average person. 
Donald Miller, 59, spent 14 
hours driving from Chicago with 
his community church group in 
order to attend his first uiau- 
guation. 
Peering through a pair of bin- 
oculars in order to glimpse the 
new president, Miller stood on 
the west lawn of Capitol Hill and 
snouted to be heard above the 
crowd. 
"It's kind of uncertain what 
Bush will be like as president. 
He came in on Reagan's plat- 
form and it's not clear whether 
he will act in the same way," 
Miller said. "(Bush) seems less 
ideological and more in touch 
with what is happening in the 
country than Reagan ever was." 
Nancy Blew, 22, of Washing- 
ton, D.C., said she supported 
Bush, but was more concerned 
with the crowd at the inau- 
guration. 
"It's a pain because there are 
so many people here, but in the 
end I suppose it will be worth 
it," Blew said. 
Paul Zanger, 28, also of Wash- 
ington, accompanied Blew to the 
activities. Zanger agreed the 
size of the crowd made viewing 
the podium difficult, but he 
found a way around the prob- 
lem. 
"It really is crazy, but inspir- 
ing and a lot fun. I decided to use 
D See Bush, page 6. 
Photos by: 
Mark Thalman 
The front page of the Washington Times. Paul Collins protests for peace as Bush's limousine passes down Pennsylvania Ave. 
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Bush  
D Continued from page 5. 
a watchman TV (a small, portable TV) to 
watch the inauguration," Zanger said. "I 
know a lot of people who live and work here 
in Washington are immune to the pomp and 
circumstance, but not me. I still get excited 
over some things in Washington like this." 
An Ohio resident, Jason Winfree, 19, left 
Hiram College to attend the inauguration 
and parade. 
Winfree, watching the parade on Pennsyl- 
vania Avenue in front of the Canadian Em- 
bassy, decried the estimated $30 million 
spent on the inaugural activities. 
"The amount of money they're spending 
on this is a real shame, Winfree said. "It 
bothers me that people here are driving 
around in limousines and walking in their 
fur coats while there are still homeless peo- 
Equality  
D Continued from page 1. 
conscious remedial efforts.'' 
"Today's decision marks a de- 
liberate and giant step back- 
ward in this court's affirmative 
action jurisprudence," he said. 
Marshall, the court's only 
black, also accused the majority 
of "armchair cynicism" in sug- 
gesting that the set-aside was a 
product of local racial politics. 
Joining Marshall's dissent 
were Justices William J. Bren- 
nan and Harry A. Blackmun. 
The ruling is expected to have 
far-reaching impact on public 
pie." 
Miller also expressed his concern for the 
homeless, but said the inaugural cost was 
not significant. 
"In terms of what the government spends 
every day, it (referring to $30 million cost) is 
a pittance. My major concerns for this coun- 
try are the debt, the homeless and the 
underclass. The number of homeless people 
in this country is outrageous. Too many 
social concerns have been ignored for the 
past eight years. I will support Bush if he fol- 
lows through on the issues that are impor- 
tant," Miller said. 
Not everyone along the 1.6-mile parade 
route cheered in favor of Bush ana Vice- 
President Dan Quayle. One of the more no- 
ticeable displays consisted of several hun- 
dred people nolding green and orange circu- 
lar signs proclaiming "ERA Now," and 
"Pro Choice." 
Patricia Ireland, 43, and an executive 
vice-president of the National Organization 
of Women (NOW), organized the protest and 
said she hoped to make a lasting impression 
on the new President. 
"We (NOW) have activities this whole 
week across the country in support of birth 
control and the choice to have an abortion, 
especially since the Supreme Court recently 
ruled that they will hear (the case) Webster 
v. Reproductive Health Services," Ireland 
said. 
She explained that NOW is concerned be- 
cause the new case has implications which 
may overturn the landmark Roe v. Wade 
(1973), which ruled it unconstitutional for 
the government to refuse a woman the right 
to an abortion. 
works set-aside programs, and 
possibly other forms of affirma- 
tive action as well. 
For the first time, a majority 
of justices said that when public 
officials are accused of reverse 
discrimination quotas, the 
courts must analyze affirmative 
action plans with "strict scruti- 
ny." Such analysis generally 
dooms race-conscious govern- 
mental actions. 
Most states and more than 190 
local governments have such 
set-aside programs, according 
to a study Dy the Minority Busi- 
ness Enterprise Legal Defense 
Education Fund. 
Executive Director J. Thomas 
Cochran of the U.S. Conference 
of Mayors, which supports set- 
asides, said, "Many set-aside 
programs could come to a halt 
ana the delivery of municipal 
services would be jeopardized." 
But Jim Supica, president of 
the Associated General Contrac- 
tors, welcomed the ruling and 
said business leaders should re- 
spond by voluntarily eliminating 
bias. 
"The injustices that some 
construction contractors have 
suffered under quota require- 
ments have surely brought 
home to us the injustices visited 
upon minority enterprises by the 
discrimination that existed in 
our history but which has no 
place in today's society," he 
said. 
The Richmond plan was chal- 
lenged by building contractor 
J.A. Croson Co. after it lost a 
city contract to install stainless 
steel urinals and water closets 
at the city jail. Croson did not 
include a minority-owned busi- 
ness as a subcontractor. 
HAIRCUT SPECIAL 
$7 now only 
with this coupon 
Walk-ins Welcome, s 
Explrai 
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Counter  
D Continued from page 1. 
"When Jimmy Carter was 
inaugurated in 1976, it cost $3.5 million," Good said. 
"Now with Bush, he's spend- 
ing $32 million. So what if we 
can throw George Bush a 
great party —it s overkill 
spending with money that can 
benefit people like the home- 
less who are all over this 
city." 
Fithian said Bush will con- 
tinue Reagan's excessive 
spending for defense instead 
of for social issues. 
"This really is Bush's third 
term," she said. "America is 
buying into another four 
years of meaningless rhet- 
oric. We are not supporting 
freedom and democracy, 
she   said . 
Although Robert Schneider, 
a Catholic priest from Kansas 
City, said he did not support 
the coalition's agenda en- 
tirely, he believed the under- 
laying message was impor- 
tant enough for his at- 
tendance at the dance. 
"I couldn't afford to attend 
one of the other balls and 
something like this is much 
more interesting," Schneider 
said. "My attendance is one 
of curiosity and hope — hope- 
fully Bush is serious about a 
kinder and gentler nation." 
Other counter-inaugural 
events held during the five- 
day period, which ended last 
Saturday, included an inter- 
faith worship circle, a forum 
on social issues and a banquet 
held in a soup kitchen. 
"We had the counter- 
inaugural banquet in front of 
where they held the $l,500-a-plate inaugural ban- 
8uet," Fithian said. "When 
ush saw our set-up, he was 
quoted as saying 'this is what 
America's all about.' He's 
aware of us, I just think he is 
misinterpreting our pur- 
pose." 
Fithian said the coalition is 
still unsure if it can cover its 
expenses for the events. 
"We are meeting in two 
weeks and we'll see what 
we've done and where we'll 
go. We do know this won't end 
after the inauguration." she 
said. "But it's hard it we'll 
have enough money to break 
even. If we don't, we'll go 
back to all the organizations 
and ask for more money." 
,?$?'M''' *& You are cordially invited to 
^r    (TRe^entfnef-5ri6une| 
BRIDAL FAIR1 
Sunday, January 29,1989 
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Fashion Show at 3:00 p.m. 
The Junior Fair Building, 
Wood County Fairgrounds 
West Poe Rd., Bowling Green, Ohio 
FREE and Open To The Public 
Join us for Door Prizes, Refreshments, Fashions, 
Ideas and Advice for the Perfect Wedding! 
BUY A 6" SUB, GET A 6" FREE!! 
w/purchase of medium drink • Every Tuesday .SUBWRV" . WOODLAND MALL • 353-0204 
Your time is about up! 
Only nine days 
left to schedule 
your senior 
portrait session. 
After 5 p.m. Feb. 3, you'll be too late for great 
savings on a quality senior portrait package. Too 
late to get in the 1989 KEY. Too late to make your 
parents happy. Too late. Period. 
Call 372-8086 
to beat the clock, 
sittings still available. 
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Cleveland 
fans need 
a champion 
Commentary 
by Brian Hollenbeck 
sports reporter 
I was spending Super Bowl 
Sunday with friends like mil- 
lions of Americans do each year 
in late January. It was halftime, 
so I got up from my seat on the 
couch ana made my way to the 
kitchen table to make myself a 
ham sandwich. There were two 
others in the kitchen behind me 
and I couldn't help over- hear 
their conversation. 
"Pretty good ball game, 
huh?" 
"Yeah, but I'll tell you what, if 
the Browns hadn't lost Bernie, 
Cincinnati would be at home 
right now." 
"Yeah, I know it. Heck, if 
Strock wouldn't have gotten 
hurt, I bet they would have still 
won it." "Well, at least we've 
got the Cavs. This is their year." 
As I was leaving the room, I 
couldn't help but chuckle a little 
bit. Every year about this time, 
'what if' statements from Cleve- 
land fans seem to fill the a if 
around these parts. 
Cleveland fans don't only want 
a winner, they need a winner. 
The city last experienced a 
championship in 1954 when the 
Indians won 111 games and 
defeated the New York Giants in 
the World Series. 
The Browns nearly gave its 
fans championships in 1987 and 
1988, only to lose heartbreakers 
to the Denver Broncos in the 
AFC Championship game both 
years. 
Cleveland fans turn out in 
droves for Browns games and, 
in fact, they are some of the 
most loyal and vocal fans in the 
league — but they're frustrated. 
The Browns have been on the 
verge of greatness, but the 
squad cannot win the big games 
come playoff time. 
Now the Cavaliers have come 
along and have been cast as the 
new nope. The Cavs currently 
have the best record in the 
National Basketball Association 
at 29-7 — and are 4 1/2 games 
ahead of the defending Eastern 
Conference Champion Detroit 
Pistons. 
The Cavs are led by high-spir- 
ited point guard Mark Price 
(18.4 ppg.) who, since coming 
from Georgia Tech three years 
ago has developed into one of the 
best guards in the NBA. He's 
second in the All-Star ballot tally 
for guards in the Eastern Con- 
ference behind Michael Jordon 
and is much of the reason the 
Cavs are having such a splendid 
regular season campaign. 
The Cavs starting line-up, 
however, consists of Ron Harper 
(19.9), Brad Dougherty (19.3), 
John'Hot Rod'Williams (10.6) 
and Price, who are all only in 
their third season. The only 
seasoned pro in the line-up is 
eight-year veteran, Larry 
Nance, who came to the Cavs 
late last season from the 
Phoenix Suns. 
To deal with the NBA hea- 
vyweights, a team has to be 
seasoned and pay its dues in the 
playoffs, and the Cavs haven't 
done that yet. The team has a lot 
of talent and its future looks 
bright, but with Cleveland fans' 
dire need for a winner they are 
expecting too many things too 
quick. 
The Pistons were in the same 
situation a few years ago as the 
Cavs are now. They were bles- 
sed with a lot of talent and a 
good coach, but talent isn't 
enough in the NBA. Before the 
Pistons reached the NBA Finals 
last season, they had to take a 
few lumps down the playoff 
road, but those lumps brought 
experience and character. 
Like the reality of life, there 
are no short-cuts in the NBA. 
When the playoffs start, and the 
heavyweights get in fighting 
condition, the Cavs will get 
knocked around a bit, but at 
least now they're in position to   , 
start paying their dues for some- 
thing Cleveland fans have been 
waiting a long time for. 
Falcons win big, 
end six-game skid 
by Mark Huntebrinker 
sports editor 
The Western Michigan men's basketball team was in a bad place 
at a bad time Saturday afternoon. 
By no means did Bowling Green resemble a team which had 
dropped six-straight games and had not won in exactly a month en- 
tering the contest. 
Instead. BG played with the fervor of a team battling for first- 
place in the Mid-American Conference, rather than one fighting to 
get out of the basement. They took out a full month's frustrations in 
Just 40 minutes against the Broncos in a 80-61 victory in front of 2,688 
'alcon faithful in Anderson Arena. 
The victory marked the first in the MAC in five tries for BG and 
raised their overall record to 7-9. WMU dropped to 3-3 in MAC play, 
8-7 overall. 
"They had great play from every position," Bronco head coach 
Vernon Payne said. "To be 0-4 (in the MAC) and be able to get that 
kind of play out of his kids is a great tribute to Jim Larranaga and 
his coaching staff." 
Indeed, BG did showcase solid play from several players. Center 
Ed Colbert was a perfect six-for-six from the field and collected a 
team-high six rebounds. Guard Billy Johnson was five of seven from 
the field and led the Falcons with 17 points. 
While Johnson and Colbert have been important cogs in the 
offense throughout the season, BG received a pleasant surprise from 
guard Kirk Whiteman. The 6-foot freshman, who had seen limited 
action in seven appearances all season, came off the bench to score 
13 points and hit on three of five three-point field goal attempts. 
Falcon head coach Jim Larranaga said team play was the subject 
of a team meeting the night before. 
"I told them to iust play as hard and as well together as they pos- 
sibly can," he said. "It we throw the ball inside, it forces the defense 
to collapse the same as a guard beating his man forces the defense to 
collapse. It creates a lot of great opportunities." 
The Falcons made it clear early on that they came to play by scor- 
ing on their first seven possessions and took a 20-5 lead on two Billy 
Johnson free-throws with 12:58 remaining in the first half. 
But they weren't through, BG built their lead to as many as 22 
(34-12) on a Whiteman three-point bomb with 8:30 left in the half. 
WMU slowly chipped away at the Falcon lead behind the play of 
Tony Baumgardt and Jim Havrilla. The duo combined for seven out 
of the Broncos' last nine points in the half to cut the lead to 12 (42-28) 
at the intermission. 
The teams traded baskets for the first five minutes of the second 
half until BG made a run which virtually put the contest away. With 
the Falcons holding a 52-38 lead with 14:46 to go in the game, they 
outscored the Broncos 8-3 in a four minute span to make the score 
60-41. WMU could not get any closer than 15 points the rest of the 
way. 
The Falcons shot a blazing 63 percent from the field for the game, 
including scoring on 16 of their first 19 possessions. The Broncos 
were a modest 19-55 (34 percent). 
Tony Baumgardt led the Broncos with 14 points. Bowling Green forward Lamon Pippin fires a jump shot over Saturday's Mid-American Conference contest at Anderson A 
Western Michigan 
rena. The Falcons 
Courtesy the Key pau| Vernon 
s Jim Havrilla and Eli Parker in 
defeated the Broncos 80-61. 
leers gain new life from split ll®^™,1* 
Bowling Green's Dan Bylsma barely misses the mark Friday as he slides 
the puck wide of the net passed Michigan State goalie Jamie Stewart, 
while Spartan Brad Hamilton pins Falcon Jim Solly against the crossbar. 
Courtesy the Key Brad Phalin 
The Falcons lost the contest 8-5 at Munn Arena, but returned the favor 
Saturday at the BG Ice Arena. 5-2. 
by Don Hensley 
assistant sports editor 
Just when it looked as though 
the Bowling Green hockey team 
was ready to be pronounced 
dead, the icers made a miracu- 
lous resurrection and gained a 
split with arch-rival Michigan 
State last weekend. 
After losing 8-5 Friday, the 
Falcons were faced with a must- 
win situation and responded by 
shutting-down the feared Spar- 
tan attack in route to a 5-2 vic- 
tory, which put them back in the 
hunt for home-ice in the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association. 
After the loss in East Lansing, 
the Falcons' losing streak had 
stretched to three games and the 
icers had fallen seven points out 
of fourth place, which is the last 
spot for home ice. But the win on 
Saturday was the type that could 
change the luck for the Falcons. 
"This is the type of win which 
could be the turning point for 
this team," defenseman Kevin 
Dahl said. 
If the Falcons were going to 
turn the season around, there 
was no better time to start than 
Saturday. 
With BG trailing fourth-place 
Michigan by five points heading 
into their final game with the 
Spartans, it was a must-win sit- 
uation for head coach Jerry 
York's squad. 
"This was just an important 
win for us," York said. "Right 
now, we need to set our sights on 
catching someone whether it be 
Michigan or Chicago. We do that 
by winning games like we did 
tonight." 
The win was highlighted by a 
brilliant team performance, es- 
pecially at the defensive end of 
the ice where the Falcons shut- 
down one of the most potent 
offenses in the nation. 
Going into the series, the 
Spartans had only been out-shot 
three times all year. However, 
the Falcons managed to do this 
in both games and none was 
more evident than Saturday 
night when BG fired 46 shots to 
only 29 for MSU. 
Although the Spartans were 
outshot, they still had many fine 
scoring chances, the only prob- 
lem was that BG goalie Paul 
Conncll was playing one of his 
best games of the year. Espe- 
cially since he allowed only two 
goals when the Spartans had 
averaged 8.7 in the previous 
three games with BG. 
"It's a tremendous feeling to 
shut down the team that leads 
the nation in goals scored," 
Conncll said. "We knew it was 
Soing to be a tough weekend and 
le whole team responded by 
Silaying well, which made my 
ob a lot easier." 
Spartan head coach Ron 
Mason also praised the play of 
the junior netminder. 
"Bowling Green received 
some good goaltending tonight 
and that was important," tie 
said. "Connell came up big a 
couple of times and that was the 
story." 
The Falcons were led 
offensively by Dahl who scored 
the first goal of the contest and 
also assisted on two others. The 
first goal came on a wrist shot 
off of a face-off in the first period 
that beat Spartan goalie Jason 
Muzzatti. 
The Falcons led after two 
periods 4-2 and both teams came 
out pressing in the third, know- 
ing that the next goal could very 
well be the game. 
BG responded when Peter 
Holmes received the puck from 
Pierrick Maia in front of the 
Spartan net and flipped the puck 
over a sprawled Muzzatti. 
"When we made it 4-2, we 
couldn't get the third goal," 
Mason said. "When they came 
out and got the power-play goal, 
that was the game." 
The game was marred by a 
series of brawls which had re- 
sulted from an altercation which 
had occured the previous night 
involving BG's Matt Tiuchty. 
Ruchty checked Hirth from be- 
hind, giving the defenseman a 
concussion. 
Early in the first period Sat- 
urday, Spartan freshman Rod 
Brind 'Amour and Ruchty 
squared off. 
But it was not over, because 
G    See   Split, page 9. 
78-57 win 
by Andy Woodard 
assistant managing editor 
The last time Jackie Motycka 
did not don a Bowling Green uni- 
form was in March 1985, when 
she was a senior in high school. 
Now after four years and 
103-straight games wearing No. 
43 for the Falcons, Motycka fi- 
nally missed a contest. 
The senior, who sustained a 
sprained right ankle at Miami 
last week, watched from the 
bench in street clothes Saturday 
as BG rolled to a 78-57 rout of 
Western Michigan at Anderson 
Arena. 
The win kept the Falcons, 13-3 
overall, perfect in the MioV 
American Conference at 5-0. 
Western Michigan dropped to 
7-8,3-3. 
BG head coach Fran Voll said 
his squad played well without 
Motycka, the two-time MAC 
Player of the Year. 
"We did a very good job with- 
out Jackie Motycka in the 
lineup," he said. "We asked 
Paulette Backstrom, Megan 
McGuire and Angie Bonner to do 
a little more out there. 
"As a whole, I thought the 
team did fine." 
Forward Tecca Thompson 
added. "With Jackie out, we all 
had to pick up the slack." 
ThaOs exactly what the Fal- 
cons did. 
Thompson scored a career- 
high 17 points and grabbed nine 
rebounds to lead the BG assault. 
McGuire  chipped   in   with   15 
Kints, while Bonner had 14 and 
•ward Traci Gorman 10. 
While the Falcons were able to 
make up for the loss of Motycka, 
the Broncos had trouble getting 
anything going. 
Western Michigan, which 
made 23 turnovers in the game, 
committed six miscues before 
four minutes elapsed in the first 
half to fall behind 10-1. 
"Our defense was very good In 
the first half," Voll said. "We 
had a lot of steals and good pres- 
sure on their perimeter." 
McGuire, who added three as- 
sists, three steals and two 
blocked shots, said the Western 
Michigan offense was easy to 
read, which contributed to eight 
BG steals. 
"All they did was pass the ball 
on the perimeter and they didn't 
U  See Cagers, page 9. 
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Swimmers post mixed results 
by Mike Drabenstott 
sports reporter 
In what has been a successful 
season to date for the Bowling 
Green men's and women's swim 
teams, the weekend saw the 
Falcons stumble a bit in a dual 
meet against Ohio University, 
then regain their footing in the 
All-Ohio Invitational. 
In Friday's dual meet, the 
Bobcat women defeated BG 
153-85, while the men did like- 
wise, winning by a slim 124-119 
margin. 
Saturday's invitational, which 
featured teams exclusively from 
Ohio, finished with the BG men 
in second behind Ohio State and 
the women third behind OU and 
Cincinnati. 
On Friday, the Bobcat men 
used Falcon illness and absence 
to garner their victory. BG was 
without backstroker and indi- 
vidual medley performer Tim 
Wagner — who had a time con- 
flict with a class, and received 
limited services from sprinter 
Rich Foster, who was fighting 
illness, and Tom Solomon, who 
was hampered by a strained 
ligament in his ankle. 
Two instances stick out. OU's 
Eric Hoffman defeated Foster in 
the 100 and 200 freestyle — in 
which Foster usually dominates 
— and the Bobcats took first, 
second and third in the 200 
breastroke, Solomon's forte. 
"I looked at the calendar to 
see if it was St. Patrick's day 
because I thought Murphy's 
Law was in effect," BG head 
coach Brian Gordon said. "But 
in athletics you can never have 
perfect conditions every time." 
In the women's meet, swim- 
ming against what Gordon 
called the "best women's team 
since the beginning of women's 
swimming in the MAC," BG 
TUESDAY NITE IS '. PRICE POPCORN NIIE 
2ND 
BIG WEEK 
7 00 PM 
ONLY 
PICTURES 
PWSINTS 
OUVER 
ACCUSED 
Kelly McGillis 
Jodie Foster 
TONIGHT AT 8 45 PM 
(Hi 
IN CONCERT 
BGSU SYMPHONIC BAND 
Mark S   Kelly. Conductor 
Venti Da Camera (BGSU Faculty Woodwind Quintet) Soloists 
Dr Harry Begian. guest conductor 
Friday. January 27.   1989 Kobacker Hall 8:00 PM 
BGSU CONCERT BAND 
Jay C Jackson, conductor 
Dr  Harry Begian. guest conductor 
Saturday. January 28. 1989 Kobacker Hall 11:00 AM 
(Concerts held in con|unction with the 31st New Band Musk Reading Canic) 
TICKETS ARE FREE BUT REQUIRED FOR ADMISSION TO THE 
FRIDAY EVENING CONCERT. 
KOBACKER BOX OFFICE OPEN FROM NOON UNTIL 
6:00 P M DAILY  (372-8171) 
V  AXfi y AXQ y  AXQ V AXfl If AXO *f AXfl y AXQ 
I    ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
Proudly Announces 
i        Our New Initiates 
B» Lara Andreykovich 
>< Joan Ashcraft 
•> Amy Belanich 
a 
*  Amy Berry 
? Dorcne Chan a 
x 
< Antoinette Corbo 
a  Christina Crawford 
x 
* Julie Elliot 
2 Lisa Everhart 
p. Rhonda Feltman 
3 Nicole Fike 
\y Erin Garvin 
x Joanna Gerhardstein 
< 
■> Wendy Gradwohl 
| Heather Harrufi 
a Michelle Hennessey 
x 
* Heidi Hoover 
9 Christa Huthwaite 
_. Lisa Wagner 
Kim Kappel 
Melanie Katona 
Joni Kreinbrink 
Terri Krascok 
Pam Lashuk 
Michelle Lessard 
Laura Melton 
Melissa Mortice 
Patricia Nelson 
Maureen Obert 
Deanna Peters 
Lynda Pfeil 
Kim Riecks 
Carey Schrank 
Jenny Shemanske 
Andrea Shemberg 
Karen Swade 
Hilary Swartzenberg   ,. 
B 
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struggled early and never con- 
tended. 
OU head coach Scott Ham- 
mond said the Falcons swam 
well, but just could not match- 
up. 
"The Bowling Green women 
were ready to go, but we were 
stronger. It's tough to keep 
swimming when you're losing 
and times are tough," Ham- 
mond said. 
Because Friday's meet was a 
MAC contest, Gordon and 
Hammond concentrated their 
efforts on the dual meet. Still, 
BG's rebound in the invitational 
pleased Gordon. 
"We did a great iob in the invi- 
tational, especially recovering 
from (the Oil meet)," said Gor- 
don. "The men went to the wire 
with Ohio State and the women 
almost beat Cincinnati. Those 
were great accomplishments." 
The women also came back 
strong. In their third-place fin- 
ish,  they  defeated  eight-time 
MAC champion Miami, who fin- 
ished fourth. 
"The women were like tigers 
in the night when they raced," 
Gordon said. "They went out 
and nothing got in their way." 
The men were paced by 
freshmen Rob Hermanet and 
Doug Madore, the "ironmen of 
the program" according to Gor- 
don. Hermanet swam 11 races in 
the two days and Madore nine 
while turning in consistently 
excellent performances. The 
women were led by Shari Wil- 
liams, who took the BG women's 
only win in the dual meet, An- 
drea Szekely, Suzanne Church, 
and Andrea Anderson. 
Gordon said the women are 
starting to complement Wil- 
liams' and Szekely's top times 
with good outings of their own. 
"The depth people are start- 
ing to come around earlier than 
we thought, but they're not 
peaking, he said. "They can 
still go faster." 
More people 
have survived 
cancer than 
now live in 
the City of 
Los Angeles 
COMPLETE RESUME SERVICE 
m. 
• Free credential form w/ Resume Purchase 
• Design Assistance (20 copies included) 
1 yr. storage with update discounts 
DATA 
CENTER A™Z 
148 South Main St. (419) 352-5042 
[FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of Financial Aid 
Regardless of Grades or Parental Income. 
• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships, fellow- 
ships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector 
funding 
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic 
Interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence 
• There's money available tor students who have been newspaper 
carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers . . . etc. 
■     Results GUARANTEED. 
CALL 
ANYTIME 
For A Free Brochure 
(800) 346-6401 
=CHARLESTOWN=^ 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus Summer 
1989 and 1989-90 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
Soil The 
Bahama Islands 
Spring Break '89 
BGSU SaSng Club 
5 Futu Provisioned Vochts 
P* Food and Bevy's Indudftd 
Scuba 6 SnorkekVx} 
B«och & Boot Parties 
Shlpux txk Drvlnq 
Island stops at 
Bimtnl 
Cot Cay 
Goo Cay 
contact: Kevin Hunter 354-2747 
KJm Dtsbrow 353-544* 
Gymnasts score well 
by Matt Schroder 
sports reporter 
If a team wants to know just how good it really is, 
there's only one thing to do - 
- compete against the very 
best. 
Last Friday, the BG 
women's gymnastic team did just that, as it traveled to 
Columbus to face Ohio State, 
Michigan State and the de- 
fending NCAA champion Un- 
iversity of Georgia. 
The Falcons tallied 175.95 
points and finished just four 
points behind Big Ten-power 
MSU, while Georgia won the 
meet, 187.5. 
Head coach Charles Simp 
son said he was pleased with 
the performance of his team. 
"We showed we have some 
good stuff out there and that 
we shouldn't be afraid of 
anyone," he said. 
The best performance of 
the day was tumed-in by 
freshman Mary Beth Friel, as 
she scored nines and higher 
on the vault, balance beam 
and the floor exercise. Add to 
that an 8.6 on the uneven 
bars, and she turned in an 
impressive 36.0 all-around 
score, her best of the year. 
Simpson said a stronger 
performance on the bars 
would have matched the 
score from the Kent meet, 
and put them just 1.3 points 
behind MSU. 
"We had a real hard time 
on the bars and I'm not sure 
why," he said. "It wasn't be- 
cause of the added pressure 
of competing against good 
teams, though." 
In the Falcons' defense, the 
uneven bars were dominated 
by Georgia and Ohio State 
and the top five scores ranged 
from 9.7 to 9.4. 
The 9.7 was turned in by the 
Bulldog's Lucy Wener, who 
was also a member of the 1988 
Olympic team. 
Incidentally, the only other 
event that Wener competed in 
was the beam, where she 
earned a 9.3. BG's Friel 
posted a 9.25 in that event. 
Other Falcons who scored 
nines or better on Friday 
were Kim Crawford on the 
vault, Meg Griffin and Lisa 
Hillman on the beam and 
Griffin and Nikki Condon on 
the floor exercise. 
After the meet, the coach 
had praise for the efforts of 
the gymnasts. 
"Now we know that we are 
a strong team that can com- 
pete with anyone in this re- 
gion and easily in the MAC," 
Simpson said. "Our scores 
showed we can." 
BG was scheduled to com- 
pete against Ball State next 
Saturday, but that meet has 
been cancelled. Simpson said 
he is trying to set up another 
meet for next weekend. 
INTERESTED IN 
LAW? 
Two attorneys from Shumaker, Loop, and 
Kendrick, one of Toledo's largest and finest law 
firms will talk about practicing law, the law 
school experience, legal careers 
Phi Alpha Delta, prelaw fraternity, welcomes all stu- 
dents to attend at 9:00 P.M. Tues. Jan. 24 in BA 112 
104S N. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN 
fflarco's Pizza 
It's Marco's Pizza Time 
F£ilivFE%E   353-0044 
•-- — — ---• VALUABLE COUPON- --------- 
2 (10") PIZZAS WITH CHEESE & 1 ITEM $K95 5 
Your Choico 
Pan Pizza or Original Round 
M.6C 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
has created a Valentine's Day Special 
with your shopping needs In mind.  We 
have 5 gift Ideas tor you to pick from to 
create the perfect package tor your favorite 
Valentine: a full-sire bath towel, a warm night shirt 
lone sire tits all ladles), a cuddly teddy bear, heart-shaped 
mylar balloons (you can write your own message on III), 
and Hersheys kisses. 
Packages begin as low as SHOO, and quantities are limited 
Orders will be taken through Jan 31. and will be available 
lor pick-up on Feb. 13. Place your order by stopping: 
at the AUA booth In the B.A. building. Jan. 13-17 
between the hours ot 10:30 and 3:30, or by 
calling First Impressions at 352-1748 
- '   ■ 
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D   Continued 
from page   7. 
late in the third period, Jim 
Cummins and Ruchty went toe- 
to-toe, and Cummins flagrantly 
dropped his gloves with the in- 
tent to injure. 
Mason responded that this 
was all due to Ruchty injuring 
Hirth the night before. 
"The incident tonight was 
precipitated from last night 
when our player suffered a con- 
cussion," Mason said. "He was 
a marked man tonight. I feel 
that if you want to play physical, 
you play straight up." 
York on the other hand, did 
not believe Ruchty's hit on Fri- 
day to be quite that flagrant. 
"I thought by the way the bo- 
dies were turning during Ruch- 
ty's check that it wasn't fla- 
grant," York said. "I don't want 
to get involved in anything like 
that. Both of the two strong guys 
went at it and neither could nurt 
each other...They're both like 
brick houses." 
The Falcons looked as though 
they had ran into a brick house 
in Friday's game when the Spar- 
tans came out and jumped off to 
an early 3-0 lead in the first 
period. 
But the Falcons battled back 
by scoring two late goals and the 
two teams went into the inter- 
mission with the Spartans lead- 
ing 3-2. But, the BG-MSU series 
would not be complete without 
more controversy. 
With Pro Am Sports (PASS) 
televising the game, their in- 
stant replay crew showed that 
one of the Spartan goals had not 
gone in, instead it nad hit both 
posts. 
The Falcons scored the only 
second period goal and the two 
team were dead-locked going 
into the third period. 
After trading goals, MSU got 
another break when Jason 
Wooley's weak shot from the 
right face-off circle, hit the stick 
of Pat Murray who was skating 
by and deflected past the stun- 
ned Connell. 
The Spartans added two more 
goals to wrap up the scoring. 
Even with the loss, the Falcons 
still showed a lot of character 
coming back again and again. 
"It was a good game from our 
point of view in the fact that we 
overcame several deficits," 
York said. "We came back 
strong in this building and never 
quit.'r 
FREE CATALOG 
of Government Books 
Send for your copy today' 
Free Catalog 
Boi >70O0 
Wiuhmflon DC 200U-7000 
a   Continued 
from page   7. 
do much faking." McGuire said. 
"If you cheated a little bit, you 
could get the steals easily." 
Entering the game, the 
strength of the Western Michi- 
gan squad was supposed to be its 
guards — Marti Davis, Ruth- 
anne Wisniewski and Jenny Ma- 
linowski, averging 24.4 points 
per game combined. 
But the three scored just 16 
points and made 13 turnovers. 
"We kept their perimeter peo- 
ple at bay," Voll said. "That was 
one of the keys — to hold them 
down." 
Leading 37-22 at halftime, BG 
upped its margin to 20 (44-24) 
within the first 2:29 of the second 
half. Thompson scored six of the 
seven points. 
After that, Western Michigan 
never moved closer than 14 
points (54-40 at the 9:50 mark). 
"We had to work a little har- 
der without Jackie, but we 
played   well,"   McGuire   said. 
We worked the ball around and 
got some good shot opportuni- 
ties." 
FALCON NOTES: Bonner 
made two blocked shots to be- 
come the school's all-time 
leader in that category with 84. 
Joelyn Shoup (1982-86) held the 
Srevious record of 83. ... Even 
lough BG shot just 37.9 percent 
from the field, it got 23 of its 51 
rebounds at the offensive end — 
leading to many points. The 
Broncos grabbed only 32 car- 
oms. ... Backstrom made a 
game-high six assists. ... For- 
ward Kim Barrier led Western 
Michigan with 12 points. 
Color BG rookie icers efficient 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
Dan Bylsma, Peter Holmes 
and Jim Solly are color blind. 
The Bowling Green hockey 
trio are 
freshmen ; 
they are sup- 
posed to be 
' 'green," 
inexperienced 
and naive. 
But this line 
is more asso- 
ciated with a 
color which _ 
would exem- Byi»m» 
plify their crash-and-burn fore- 
checking in the opposing zone, 
which was highly noticeable in 
BG's split against Michigan 
State over the weekend. 
"They wear the orange shirts 
in practice and are referred to 
as the orange line, Solly, Byl- 
sma, and Holmes," BG head 
coach Jerry York said. "They'- 
ve really come on strong." 
After the first 16 games of the 
season, the threesome totaled 
only six points, but in the last 14 
games they have produced 23. 
The drastic scoring surge can be 
attributed to a tenacious fore- 
check and game experience. 
"Holmes got a couple goals off 
that (forechecking) tonight 
(Saturday)," Solly said. "Ever- 
ybody crashes with one guy 
high, and we stuck it in twice. 
The charge into the opponents' 
zone may only be the result of 
Holmes 'Solly 
the line's experience as students 
of the game. 
"Each game you get better 
and better," Holmes said. "As 
you learn the system, things 
come together for you. You 
learn what you can and can not 
getaway with." 
It appears Holmes has learned 
the difference as he got away 
with three goals in two games 
against MSU (the number three 
team in the nation) over the 
weekend. 
But putting the puck in the net 
isn't merely a trait which he has 
picked-up as the season pro- 
gresses, he's simply found the 
touch again. As evidence, Hol- 
mes lit the lamp 60 times last 
season while playing for the De- 
lta Flyers of the British Colum- 
bia Junior Hockey League. 
And he netted two of his three 
on the weekend in Saturday's 5-2 
victory. 
"When the puck's on his stick, 
it seems to go toward the goa- 
lie," Bylsma said. "Tonight, he 
Eut that one upstairs. I don't 
now how he got it there. The 
other one, I passed the puck to 
him and he got it in again." 
His linemates are no slouches, 
either. Solly scored 31 goals last 
year for St. Catherine's of the 
Ontario Jr. B League, while Byl- 
sma notched 30 with St. Mary's 
of the Western Junior B League. 
While Holmes has scored eight 
goals, Solly and Bylsma have 
only combined for four goals, 
but the fact doesn't seem to 
bother their mentor. 
"I think Jimmy and Danny 
will score as they get more ac- 
customed to the pace," York 
said. "They both have a good 
talent for goal-scoring.'' 
In the meantime, Solly and 
Bylsma will continue to bump- 
and-grind and pick up the odd 
assist. And now that the trio is 
living up to their fiery orange 
practice jerseys, it can Be 
revealed that they were a little 
green from the onset. 
"You come in here and every- 
one's good, not just one or two 
players like in juniors," Solly 
said. "Everyone's good, and it's 
a matter of getting used to it as a 
unit." 
Senior captain Greg Parks 
said the unit has passed the test 
and found their true colors. 
"It's a tough adjustment for 
any player coming in, no matter 
how talented he is," Parks said. 
"It takes a little while, and I 
think the freshmen are coming 
together really well. They are 
really showing why they were 
offered scholarships. They're 
fine players." 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
Drivers wanted full and part time, flexible 
hours, days and evenings.   Must be at least 18 
with own car and insurance.   Must be able to 
work weekends.   Pays $4.50 - $6.50 per hour 
with   mileage and tips.   Apply at 1616 E. 
Wooster 352-1539. 
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
BRAND NEW 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
Columbia Court Apartments 
corner of Thurstin and Frazee. 
3 Bedroom, Furnished apartments with 2 baths 
$750 per month + gas and electric 
call 
GREENBRIAR, Inc. 
352-0717 224 E. Wooster 
Keep Your Eyes On TV 27 Weeknights At 5:30p.m. 
THE UNIVERSITY 
FORUM 
Dr. Michael Rodgers, Bowl- 
ing Green state University's 
first eminent scholar, will 
discuss his research in pho- 
tochemical sciences with 
host Dr. Michael Marsden 
What impact does this re- 
search work in the lab have 
on our modern world? 
Tuesday, Janurary 24 
(Repeats at 11 p.m.) 
ART BEAT 
Sec antiques as art when Art 
Beat tours the Annual An- 
tique Show and Sale spon- 
sored by the Maumee Valley 
Historical Society. The 
show encompasses every- 
thing from glass to furni- 
ture, china to tools, and toys 
to folk art. 
Wednesday, January 25 
(Repeats at II p.m.) 
TIME OUT 
If you couldn't see the 
Falcons play, tune in to 
Time Out to hear men's bas- 
ketball coachjim Larranaga 
and women's basketball 
coach Fran Voll recap Wed- 
nesday night's games at 
Ohio University. Hockey 
coach Jerry York talks about 
last weekend's series against 
Michigan State. 
Thursday, January 26 
VIEWPOINT 
Be part of the tribute to Mar- 
tin Luther King Jr. spon- 
sored by the Tiffin Chapter 
of the NAACP, Heidelberg 
College and Tiffin Universi- 
ty. Residents from the sur- 
rounding cities of Fremont. 
Fostoria and Findlay join in 
song and speech to com- 
memorate the birthday of 
this civil rights leader 
Friday, January 27 
(Repeats at II p.m.) 
OHIO BUSINESS 
OUTLOOK 
Learn the inside story about 
industry, commerce and 
manufacturing in Ohio as 
host George Howick inter- 
views business managers 
and tours facilities across 
the state 
Monday, January 30 
(Repeats at II pm.) 
WBGU 
TV27 
I\\\ORIH\\:\I(III\(,' 
Got a news tip? A hot story idea? 
Call The News at 372-26Q3 
BGSU ROUNDTABLE 
A FORUM FOR THE DISCUSSION OF CAMPUS ISSUES 
A.C.G.F.A. WORKSHOP 
presented by Dr. Arrowsmith 
Jan. 26 at 6:30 
in 203 Hayes 
Unde<g<aduate Student Government 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
1989 EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
PRESIDENT DAVE SPIEHLER 
VP INTERNAL PAT KENNEDY 
VP EXTERNAL MATT DILLS 
TREASURER JOHN LAMMERT 
ASST. TREASURER-DARICK JACOBS 
CORRESPONDENT-CHRIS McADOO 
RECORDER FRANK McCORMICK 
PLEDGE ED. STEVE WEIXE 
JR. EXEC. 
IS LOOKING FOR 
A PERSON TO FILL THE 
POSITION OF SPOTLIGHT 
ENTERTAINMENT DIRECTOR 
some of their responsibilities include: 
• Friday night entertainment 
• Monday Musicians 
• Mixers and outdoor concerts 
featuring local and regional bands. 
Pick up applications in the UAO office, 3rd floor Union 
[ifa DEADLINE JAN. 27th ^ 
WARDEN-BUNCH HENDRIX 
TOM RUPPELL! 
COMMUNITY SERVICE-DAN DUTRO 
SPORTS BUNCH HENDRIX 
SOUND TOM RUPPELLI 
MIKE PETRIGAN 
PHILANTHROPY JIM SCHULTZ 
HOUSE ARTIST BOB HORBALY 
DAD'S DAY TOM RICHARDS 
ALUMNI RELATIONS-CHRIS CARTMELL 
HOUSE IMPROVEMENTS MIKE MARUNA 
SPIRIT & GREEK-RON COLLINS 
RITUAL PAT KENNEDY 
SCHOLARSHIP TODD GIBSON 
CHRONICLER DAN FOREMAN 
SOCIAL DEAN DOLATA 
RON COLLINS 
FACULTY RELATIONS JOE MELILLO 
ASSISTANT RUSH TOM BUETTNER 
ASSISTANT PLEDGE ED-DAN WEIST 
IFC-DAN FOREMAN 
HOUSE MNGR. TOM RUPELLI 
KITCHEN STEWARD-DEAN DOLATA 
NEW INITIATES 
ANGELO VALBUENA 
TOM BUETTNER 
BRETT KNITTLE 
ROB HORBALY 
MIKE MARUNA 
JIM SCHUELTZ 
JAMIE GRUB 
CURT LYONS 
DAVE OLEARY 
TODD VAN MARTER 
PHIL HAMILTON 
JOE MELILLO 
KEITH CHERRY 
HOSS JOHNSON 
JEFF MATERNL 
JEFF CLINE 
CHRIS IANTONI 
KEN SORENSON 
BRENDAN FOLEY 
DAN FOREMAN 
MIKE FRAAS 
MIKE SCHMITT 
IO    IGNows    January 24,1989 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES 
Placement Bulletin 2. January 25,19Bt 
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE 
FOR THE WEEKS OF 
Februarys. 13.1989 
Scheduling On-Campua 
Interview Appointment? 
The lust day of Signups lor interviews during 
the per>od ot February 6 through February 17. 
1989 will be held on Wednesday January 25th 
at 4 PM at the Northeast Commons  There are 
no Education signups during this period All re 
gatrants must have a First Choice Interview 
Card to participate m the first day of sign-ups 
Aller Iho fi'Sl day   students and Alumm-ae may 
Sign-up for interviews from Sam   to 5 p m   at 
the Unwersrry Placement Services   360 Stu 
dent   Services   Building    A   Credential   Form 
must be submitted for each Interview sched- 
uled at the time of sign-up. 
No Show Policy: 
Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or 
violation of the cancellation policy will result in 
immediate suspension of your signup privi- 
leges for the next recruiting period If you did 
not honor your scheduled interview, you are 
required lo send a letter of apology to the em- 
ployer for missing the interview file a copy of 
this letter with the University Placement Ser- 
vices, and meet with a placement counselor be 
tore scheduling any additional interviews Any 
student who ' no-shows twice wil be denied 
interviewing privileges lor the remainder of the 
academic year 
Notice on Citizenship Requirements: 
An asteris* (■ I following an organizational name 
denotes specific requirements regarding work 
status m the United States Please review these 
requirements carefully ft no asterisk i") ap- 
pears the organization win interview only can- 
didates with U S citizenship or Permanent 
Visa Students who do not meet the work status 
requirements are encouraged to signup on the 
waiting kst 
Spotlight Presentations: 
Spotlight Presentations ofter valuable informa- 
tion about career paths. detaJed position re- 
sponsibilities and organizational philosophy All 
students scheduling interviews are strongly en- 
couraged lo attend appropriate spotlights Spot- 
light Presentations are usually held m the Uni- 
versity Placement Services recruiter lounge at 
7 p m To enter the Student Services Building in 
the evening, please use the patio entrance 
Additional Placement Services: 
There are important services available to you at 
the University Placement Services Please note 
that not al organizations and companies regu- 
larly recruit on college campuses The hst be- 
low generally reflects the high demand areas in 
me world ot work Don't become discouraged ■) 
your career field is not requested To assist you 
in conducting an assertive rob search, the Uni- 
versity Placement Services provides career and 
placement counseling, credential services job 
search workshops, professional development 
seminars career fairs and an alumni Falcon 
Network Our excellent Career Resource Li- 
brary offers you career and employer informa- 
tion and current rob vacancies in ALL career 
fields Placement Counselors directly reler re 
gtatered students to employers m their desired 
career fields Insure your access to these ser- 
vices by registering with the University Place- 
ment Services m your final year at Bowling 
Green State University 
Monday, Februarys 
Nordson Applications Equip 
University Hospital ot Cleveland 
Tuesday. February 7 
Ameri Trust 
Enterprise Financial Group 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 
htQbfMI 
Ohio Edison Company 
Seymour A Associates 
The Turner Corp 
Yeaow Freight 
Wednesday, February 8 
AmeriTrust 
Bank One Cleveland NA 
Clairol 
Goodyear Tire 8 Rubber Co 
Johnson 8 Johnson Baby Producls 
Parisian 
Umted Telephone Co of Ohio 
Yellow Freight 
Thursday 
CompuServe Inc 
Equitable Financial Co 
Johnson 8 Johnson Baby Product* 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp 
Pansian (CO-OP Office | 
Yellow Freight 
Friday, February 10 
Bank One Youngstown NA 
CompuServe. Inc 
ban Stores 
McDonnell Douglas Corp 
NCR Corporation 
Yellow Freight 
Monday, February 13 
GaUo Winpry 
LTV Steel Company 
Parka-Davis 
U S Marines 
Tuesday. February 14 
Cincinnati Bell Int Systems 
Coca Cola USA 
Gaao Winery 
Kay Jewelers 
Lazarus Dept Stores 
LTV Steel Co 
MK Ferguson 
Sherwin WOhams Co 
US Marines 
Wednesday, February 15 
Foottocker 
BFGoodnchCo (Interns) 
Horace Mann Co 
IDS Financial Services 
interstate Travel Guide 
Lazarus Dept Stores 
Master Builders 
Thursday. February 18 
Compaq 
Federal Bureau of investigation 
Guardian Planners 
Master Builders 
Premier Industrial Corp 
Sheraton Corp . West Region 
Friday. February 17 
Granite City Steel Co 
Great-Weal Life Assurance 
Marathon Oil Company 
Stanley Door Systems 
Wallace Computer Services 
Xerox Corporation 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
•ACGFA Workshop* 
Presented by Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment 
January 26 at 6 30 
203 Hayes 
•.JAPANESE CLUB" 
The Japanese Club will hold its first meetmg 
Tuea January 24 at 8 00pm m the Off Cam- 
pus Student Center The topic of the even«g 
wil be a Judo 8 Karate demonstration Open to 
everyone' 
•JAPANESE CLUB" 
AMA MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
January 17- January 31 
BA Lobby 10:30-3:30 pm 
Attention Health Care Administration, nursing 
home administration and Gerontology majors 
The B G S U Chapter of the American College 
of Healthcare Executives w# be meeting Wed- 
nesday Jan 25 at 7 30 pm m room 101 B A 
Duos will be collected at this time Df Clyde Wil- 
lis will be speaking on AIDS New members 
welcome 
ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS 
Interested m becoming a KEY part ot a growing 
organization'' Opportunity tor leadership, inter- 
esting speakers, hands-on selling experience 
This is a club where you can make a difference' 
Sethng and Sales Management Club Next For- 
mal meeting • January 24. 7 30 p m . 121 
West Hall Speaker Fred Perkins of Clairol 
Gel Your Toledo Blade Subscriptions' 
Attention INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
ORGANIZATION (IRO) 
Our first meeting will be tonight al 7 30 m 208 
Hanna Come see our semester programs and 
sweatshirts' Everyone Welcome' 
BGSU Symphonic Band 
In concert 
Mark S. Kelly. Conductor 
Fri 27 Kobacfcer 
Tickets Required 
Bowling Green Council of Teachers ef Meth- 
ematles 
Meeting: January 24 
7:00pm 
133 Lite Science 
Carl Banner: "So You Waal To Be A Teecher 
of Mathematics?" 
College of Education and Allied Professions 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Several scholarships awards for the 1989-90 
academic year are being offered to students m 
the College of Education 8 Afeed Professions 
Application forms are available now in the 
Dean s Office 444 Education Bidg Completed 
toons must be returned by March 1 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
Informal meeting 
Import hkght/PoHeyes 
7-9 p m Wed 25th Jan meet m the basement 
Mortar Board Meeting 
Tonight' 8pm S S 2nd floor lounge 
Phi Alpha Delta general meeting with guest 
speakers from Shumaker Loop, and Kendnck 
of Toledo. Oh (Jan 24) 9pm 112BA 
It's All Here 
in 
Black & White. 
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services 
see 
UniGraphics 
211 West Hall     372-7418 
Human   Relations Commission ot BGSU pre- 
sents 
Baldemar    Velasquez    discussing "Economic 
Justice-Farm Labor Worker'' 
Thursday. January 26 
7 30 pm 
Moseley Hall 200 
Mr   Velasquez * president of the Farm Labor 
Organizing Committee 
PI Sigma Alpha 
National political Science Honor Society an- 
nounces its spring semester mandatory plan- 
ning meeting 
Tuesday 7 00 pm Moseley 309 
PI Sigma Alpha 
United Methodists Regional Celebration 
January 25. 1989 
Anderson Arena 
7 00 to 9 00 p m 
Bishop Emerson Coiaw-Speaker 
1.000 Voice Mass Cho*r 
LOST A FOUND 
2 keys on single keycham found near tilth and 
high on  i  10 89   Please call to describe 
3529240  
Blue Black pattened scarf lost Sat the 14th by 
Brathaus Please call Sue 353 1895 Great 
MnMmefltal AUM 
Lost sweaters at laundromat on E Wooster 
Please caH If you have them-l was doing a 
lr lends laundry Reward 353-4770 or 
353-7432 
SERVICES OFFERED 
GUARANTEED FINANCIAL AID 
Grants and Scholarships 
Avaaable lo Freshmen 8 Sophomores 
ASTARA INTERNATIONAL 
4 78W Ham4lonAve *304 
Campbell Ca 95008 0599 
Center for Choice II 
Abortion. Morning After Treatment 
Free Pregnancy Test 
Proud to be Pro Choice 
18 N Huron Toledo. OH 
255 7769 
R SNYDER COLLISION 
13410 Bishop Rd   BG 
8 30   5 30 Pr\  352-9314 
PERSONALS 
 HUSHTHETACHI  
Come out and experience Ihs life ot an off 
campus fraternity on Wednesday 25 at 7:30 
Call 352 9001 for rides or look lor the Theta 
Chi bus between the old and new fraternity 
row. 
 RUSH THETA CHI  
 RUSH DEI TAUPSHON  
Make a friend at the DU house' BG's only non- 
secret fraternity At the top of old fraternity row 
■•••DUPRIDE"-' 
■ ' * PI PHIS' ' * 
CONGRATULATIONS NEW PI PHI INITIATES 
WELCOME INTO THE BONDS OF THE WINE 
AND SILVER BLUE 
• ' * PI BETA PHI FRIENDSHIP* ■ * 
■KARA'KARA'KARA* 
Congratulations from the carpet and gum guys 
and remember TYFSOK 
Sigma Nu 
'Promote Racial Unity 
MASSACRE   II   SWEATSHIRTS SALE UNION. 
JAN 2327 
•Promote Racial Unity* 
MASSACRE     II    SWEATSHIRT     SALE- 
UNION. JAN 23 27 
•PROMOTE RACIAL UNITY- 
MASSACRE   II   SWEATSHIRT   SALE-UNION. 
JAN 23 27 
AM 680 CBS records presents 
CARNIVAL FOR LIFE' 
Fn Feb 24. 7-11 pm 
University Grand Ballroom 
Get your organization involved' 
Moremlo Cal372 4476 
DAYTONA BEACH TRIP 
$225 bus- $145 own transportation 
includes 8 days 7 nights at Beachfront Hotel 
Free   daily   pool   parlies    Ca'l   Ramona   at 
353 7236 or Jeff at 353-6731   CMl Campus 
Marketing Reps 
Delta Zeta 
Congratulations   to   REGINA   SOLOWIEJI   on 
your election lor Rec   Secretary   We know 
you'll do great" 
Do you play drums gmtar. or bass and want to 
be in a band?1 Call 372-1517 ASAP) 
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042 
Complete Packaging Needs UPS. Federal Ex- 
press. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies 
ADRIENNE STILES 
Stop breaking mirrors on Friday the 13th" it 
bnngs bad luck' 
Alpha Delta Pi 
Congratulations   Shorn    Wright Sister   ot   the 
Week' 
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ 
Congratulations lo our newly elected officers 
Get exerted for a wonderful year'' 
Experience MAROi GRAS1 Feb 4th. 7 pm to 
midnight in tne Grand Ballroom 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
Formal meeting Jan 24 7 30 p m 
Assembly Room McFaH Center 
Guests Charles Barttett of Travelers Insurance 
and Financial Service Company 
"Membership Sign-Ups* 
GET INVOLVED' 
Undergraduate Student Government cabinet 
position open 
National, State, and Community Affairs Co- 
ordinator 
Apply at 405 Student Services or cat! 2-6026 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY 
TRACY LEE 
isn't it about lime you grow up' 
Love Ua 
HAPPY HOURS.. 
For Dr Etsass 409 class Hal 1 986) will be held 
at Mark s Pizza this Friday at 5 OOp m Ques- 
tions'' Marc 372 6638 
Have you seen the new Fox Run apartments? 
217 S. Mercer 352-9378. 
Hey Ken' 
Do you speak Chinese' You are The wrong 
man. SORRY' Anyways I am really glad I met 
you I really do not want to wait unu I see you 
again at the bars so give me a call 2-5348 
Love. Barbie 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S BOWL- 
ING JAN 24 MEN'S 8 COED FLOOR 
HOCKEY JAN 31. MEN S A COED CURLING 
-FEB   1   MENSDBLS   RACQUETBAll 
JEANSN THINGS 
531 Ridge Street 
352 8333 
The tuxedo rental outlet tor all lormal occa- 
sions 
LACROSSE LACROSSE LACROSSE 
Al those interested in playing lor the un- 
defeated Falcon Laxers must attend meeting 
Tues Jan 24 at 9 00 pm 1 1 4 B A All inter- 
ested please attend 
TEAM MEETING TEAM MEETING 
Looking for a summer job' Inlormation sessions 
are being held in the Co-op Office. 238 Admin, 
for interested students Plan on attending any 
one of the following 
January 20 10 30AM 
January 23 3 30PM 
January 24 11 00AM 
January 25 3 30PM 
January 26 11 00AM 
January 27 10 30AM 
OS Herbs and Vnamms 
The Slim Difference Herbal Diet Plan $28 50 
Herbal   Trim   Body   Wrap   $20 00 and   much 
more" 
166S Main. BG 655-3674 or 353-0005 
PH) MU PHIS-INSPIRATION! 
One wonderful week has finally come   The 
semester of pledging is al done Look forward 
to fun. mystery, and intrigue   But you'd better 
make sure you know the creed* 
Your stater are so proud 
PHI MU PHIS INSPIRATION 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA RUSH 
Monday   January 23. at 7 30 p m      Hot dog 
ntght  Wednesday January 25 at 7 30 p m  - 
e Scrupples Night. * Al dates are held at the Al- 
pha XI Delta Soronfy House* 
Come find out about BG's Newest Fraternity 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA RUSH 
PIBETAPHIVIPS 
KEEP UP THE SPIRIT AND THE LOVE   THIS 
SEMESTER WILL BE A GREAT ONE" MON 
MOUTH FORMAL RETREAT   ANDMORE" 
O WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURE? 
A   FIND OUT FEB 8 AT 7 00 GRAND BALL- 
ROOM 
YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS IT' 
RUSH 7 30 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
COUNTRY CLUB WITH SUBS 
TONIGHT AT THE ALPHA SG HOUSE 
RUSH 7:30. 
RUSH SAE RUSH SAE RUSH SAE 
RUSH SAE RUSH SAE RUSH SAE 
RUSH SAE RUSH SAE RUSH SAE 
RUSH SIG EP 
RUSH SIG EP 
RUSH SIG EP 
SPRING BAREFOOT CRUISE 
SOFT. YACHTS/BIMINI BAHAMAS 
GROUPS OF 8 $435.00 PP 7 DAYS 
INCLUDES ALL MEALS 
1 -800-099-7245 ANYTIME 
ORGANIZE A CRUISE FREE 
To my OeH CJL 
Alpha Gams are realty groovy. 
DM* are pretty sick. 
When you and I are together everything seems 
to click' 
Happy 20th Birthday Donger' 
Love. Your Alpha Gam-CJL 
INDIAN HI;AI) 
(AMPS 
INDIAN HEAD CAMPS, a 
private co-ed camp in 
Pennsylvania will be inter- 
viewing on campus on 
February 28.   For 
information and 
applications, write to Sid 
Finkelstein 5011 West 
Oakland Pk. Blvd. 
Lauderdale Lakes 
Florida, 33313. 
SPRING BREAK 
NASSAU-PARADISE ISLAND 
>"ROM $299 00 
PACKAGE INCLUDES 
ROUNDTRIP   AIR    TRANSFERS.    7   NIGHTS 
HOTEL 
BEACH   PARTIES    FREE   LUNCH.   CRUISE 
FREE 
ADMISSION    TO    NIGHTCLUBS.    TAXES    5 
MORE" 
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE'" 
ORGANIZE   SMALL   GROUP.    EARN   FREE 
TRIP1 
1 -800-231 0113 OR (2031 967-3330 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
CONGRATULATES FRANK MCCORMICK ON 
HIS RECENT LAVAUERING TO HEATHER 
MILLS TRI SK3 AT MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
The Brothers ol Sigma Chi would she lo con- 
gratulate Tom Hannah and Lisa PodgursKi on 
their recent Sigma Cm-Kappa Delta lavasering 
Good LUCK m the luture1 
Traci. 
Hey roomie1 I know your having a financial dis 
asler-mus!  have been all those stocks you 
traded on New Years' Cheer up' Think about 
the Florida trip we HAVE to go on' 
Love. Donna 
Wanted: Ambitious people Interested In mak- 
ing money In SALES Wed. Jan 25 and Jan 26; 
7-9 pm 203 West Hill Questions Call 
372-2195 ask lor SALES Dept. 
What do Lauren Mutton. Eva Marie Saint. Rich 
Little. The lettermen and Otto Schoepler have In 
common? They ve all had the opportunity to 
meet a University Ambassador You can have 
the chance ot being part ol this select group 
Applications are now being accepted and are a 
vailable at 425 Student Services and Mileti 
Alumni Center Applications due by February 
15 
What's Happening? 
Feb 2nd Cakewalk.n Jass Band 8-11 pm 
Feb 3rd Comedian Tony Domenico 
■both held in the Falcon's Nest. Union 
Feb 4th MARDI GRAS 69 
Don't miss all the excitement' 
WANTED 
i female roommate Free heat close to cam- 
pus Cal353-7925 
4-6 females needed to sublease big house 
close to campus lor summer session Rent ne- 
gotiable Cal 372 4867 or 2-4983 
Female roomate to share big house, own room 
$125 00 per month stop by any time 255 S 
Church SI or call 152 49' 2   a-> (or Anne 
Female roommate wanted tor 89-90 school 
year House close to campus Own room 
352-9242 
Fm     non-smoking    roommate    tor   1al/spnng 
semester 89 90 Call 353-5554 ask lor Unas 
For Sale Stereo 1 yr old Digital Yamaha 
receiver 150 waits. $360. Tech tape deck, 
$110 ot entire package tor $400 Call AJ at 
3534885 
NEEDEO IMMEDIATELY 
Male | non-smoking) roommate lor 89-90 
school year   Call 353 5848 
Nonsmoking female needed to share 2 bed- 
room apt Own room. $140 50 Call 353-4039 
or 352-6335 
One female roommate wanted lo sub-lease lor 
spring semester close lo campus Wa- 
sher.dryer, dishwasher, microwave, and 2-car 
oarage St 00 monthly Call 352-1668 
Seeking male applicants who are willing to per- 
mit medical students to perform genital examin- 
ations on them, will pay $25 per session1 CaH 
381-4909 
Want to trade IBM Software- games, busi- 
ness, etc Call Scott 354-2885. 
Wanted to (III apt or house One male or fe- 
male Close to campus and furnished Call 
3530325 or 352 7365  
WANTED 1 or 2 Female nonsmoking room- 
mates needed tor spring semester Close to 
campus own room Rales negotiable Cal 
353-7900 
HELP WANTED 
$350 A DAY" AT HOME' 
Process phone orders tor our company People 
call you, Nationwide For Details Call (refunda- 
ble) 1 -518-459 8697 EXT K1535A 
Acl in TV Commercials No experience All 
ages chedren. teens, young adults, (amlfces 
etc High pay TV advertising Ceil for casting in- 
formation Charm Studios (313) 542-8400 
EXT 3176 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC 
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATE PART TIME EMPLOYMENT A- 
VAILABLE OUR COMPANY IS SEEKING 
PART-TIME EMPLOYEES TO PERFORM 
UNSKILLED LIGHT PRODUCTION WORK 
FLEXIBLE HOURS AROUND CLASS SCHEO 
ULES CAN BE ARRANGED PLANT LOCATION 
IS ONLY 2 BLOCKS FROM B Q.S U CAMPUS 
THE RATE OF WAGE IS $3 35 PER HOUR IF 
INTERESTED CALL THE COMPANY OFFICE 
354-2844 OR PICKUP APPLICATIONS AT 
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC 
428 CLOUGH STREET BOWLING GREEN 
OH 43402 
BOSTON BECKONS 
Boston s leading nanny placement agency fc> 
vntes you to spend a challenging and profitable 
year with careluliy screened professional 'ami- 
baa Complete support network awaits your ar- 
rival Round trip air. beautiful New England 
neighborhoods-We care' Call American Au Pair 
today 1 800-262 8771 
BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT IN- 
TERNSHIP for an upper class BGSU student, 
tor 10-20 hours per week, now through end of 
school year, aa legal researcher and courtroom 
Daiktf No pay, but excellent experience for 
peraon interested m criminal justice or legal ca- 
reer For an application form cal Mary Cowed 
at 352-5263   8 30 a m   4 30 p m 
Handyman needed to do housework 5-10 hrs 
per   week    Flexible   schedule    Transportation 
preferred 353 2969  
Live-In summer time help In private house Ba- 
bysitting $ light housekeeping Cal or write. 
MOTHERS LITTLE HELPER 30574 Wood- 
stream Drive Farmtngton Hills Ml 48018 Ph 
313-861-0660 
RESORT HOTELS. Cruiselmes. Airhnea & 
Amusement Parka. NOW accepting apphca- 
lions for spring A summer fobs, internships A 
career positions For more information a an ap- 
plication, write National Coeegiate Recreation 
Services. PO Box 8074. Hilton Heed SC 
29936  
YELLOWSTONE 
Experience the "World's First National Park' 
high in the Rocky Mountains Gain experience 
m the hospitality industry while earning above 
minimum rates Seasonal employment oppor- 
tunities May through October For applications 
write TW Recreational Services. Employment 
Office 5035. Yellowstone National Park. WY 
82190 or cal 307-344-7901 ext 5323 or 
406848-7481   AA'EOE 
FOR SALE 
12864 Mungen Rd -Why live near a park when 
you can own one' A Winter Wonderland this 
time of year In the summer a dazzling display of 
greenery 21 acres including a 1 7 acre lake A 
beautiful brick home, and beach house Extra 
garage and storage building This property i$ 
known as B-gelow Lake Estate Price has been 
reduced Cal Virginia Waltz 354-2521 or B> 
vinsReal Estate 352 5122 
78 Cuttas Salon some rust, high miles, but 
DEPENDABLE $600 Call Karen 354-9230 
8 30 am   4 30pmM-F 
A pan of Marantz 165 watt speakers-only 1 mo 
old $250 Cal 353 2991 
CLEARANCE SALE 
Tye dyes and art pieces!,negotiable) CaH Cathy 
at 354 4037 
Coupon Books $75, Cal Mary 372 1983 
Coupon Book $75 372 4276 
Excelenf Condition couch, silver grey $100 
2-2268 or 352-6803 after 5 OOp m 
For Sale - Univega Rover 10 Mountain Bike Like 
New Also. Hockey Equipment Call Mark at 
353-3287 For details  
For Sale 1 7 Zenith Colored TV Beautiful pic 
ture$50obo 352-0970 
Microsoft word 3 0 
For   the   Macintosh   complete   with   al   docu- 
mentation never out of box 
Call Paul at 353-8061 
Q-Pon Book-$71.   >t.    )        l    I , - ■ .r.t_i-_ _ 
Skis lor Sale. Hart 1 70s. Salomon 444 Bind- 
ings. Boots and Poles Package for $125 or 
sold Separate 354-6614 Ask for Kevin 
Toro Snowblower 20 
$75 00 
353-6807 
TRADE 7 MO OLD JCPENNEY CD PLAYER 
FOR 3 COUPS OH BEL VECTOR RADAR FOR 
2 COUPS HURRY" JOHN 2 OREO (8736) 
USED   HARDWARE   AND   SOFTWARE   NOW 
ON SALE 
3 serial terminals add a modem and caH cam- 
pus mainframe Irom your home $95 each PC 
software including Remote and Turbo Pascal 
toolboxes Computer ITT XTRA 8088 10MHz 
PC w640K RAM. mono monitor, almost new 
demo unit, list $1 700. only $870 Hayes 1 200 
modem 
The Answer Factory 
134 East Court St. 
354-2110 
We compute 
FOR RENT 
• 1 bedroom ft 2 bedroom 
turn A unfurn apartments 
* 123 Manviae (house) 
* Roommates needed male female 
Call John Newlove Real Estate 
354-2260 
Jay Mar Apartments 
Large two bedroom apts 
as low as $405 00 per month 
Laundry Close to campus 
Beat the heat with central air 
354 6036 
1 A 2 bedroom apartments summer 9 month & 
12 month leases available 352-7454 
Anyone wanted for apt close to camr « s Only 
payelec   Cheap" (216)638 5162 
Apartment for rent Furnlahed 
Move In Now All utilities paid 
Jeff 353-7238 or 353-4610 
Apt To Sublet Spring Semester Close to Cam- 
pus. Immediate Poaaesaion 372-5747. 
For quiet, studious person-bedroom, private 
bath, use ot kitchen $i 30 month Possibly tor 
someone who goes home on weekends 
FOR RENT 
1.2.3. or 4 bedroom apartments   Please call 
between   1 30 and   5 30  in   the afternoon 
Please call 354-8800  . 
Have you seen the new Fox Run Apartments? 
217 S. Mercer 352-0378. 
Houses A Apartments • Close to Campus 
For Summer 1969 A 1989-90 school year 
1-267-3341 
Houses lor 89-90 school year. Steve Smith. 
352-691 7 or stop by office at 532 Manviae for 
baling 
Male roommate needed current aemeass*. 
call 353-6580. 
Needed One female roommate to sublease 
spacious apartment m Theta Chi House Spring 
semester No deposit Call 354 2471 
One bedroom furnished apt close to campus 
tor spring 1 989   1-267-3341  
Share new house 1 '2 block from campus pri- 
vate bedroom 878-2462 
Small   Efficiency   Avail    immediately 
$250 00/mo Util included Preler grad Stu- 
dent 287 3896 
Two bdrm Sublease Jan 15 to Aug 1 Carpet. 
Air. UN pd Napoiean Rd $405 00 per month 
352-9135 days. 353 4294 evenings  
Wei maintained 2 bdrm apts Close to campua. 
•eases aval starting May or Aug 1969 Phone 
419-287-4685 850 Scott Hamilton: Excep- 
tionaly nice, modern, turn , laundry facilrtlee. 
AC, water A sewer mckid 12 mo. lease). $596 
per month 9 mo lease. $695 per mo 234 S, 
Coaege stove A refrtg., lower apt . $306 per 
month, upper apt $345 month 
